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Abstract 

We propose inference systems for binary relations with composition laws of the form S o T ~ 
U in the context of resolution-type theorem proving. Particulary interesting examples include 
transitivity, partial orderings, equality and the combination of equality with other transitive 
relations. Our inference mechanisms are based on standard techniques from term rewriting and 
represent a refinement of chaining methods. We establish their refutational completeness and also 
prove their compatibility with the usual simplification techniques used in rewrite-based theorem 
provers. A key to the practicality of chaining techniques is the extent to which so-called variable 
chainings can be restricted. We demonstrate that rewrite techniques considerably restrict variable 
chaining, though we also show that they cannot be completely avoided in general. If a binary 
relation under consideration satisfies additional properties, such as symmetry, further restrictions 
are possible. In particular, we discuss orderings and partial congruence relations. 
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1 Introduction 

Rewrite techniques, as exemplified by completion procedures, have been successfully 
applied to many problems in equational theorem proving. The theoretical foundation of 
completion is the use of rewrite rules, guided by well-founded syntactic orderings, in such 
a way that certain commutation properties are satisfied. Building ordered rewriting into 
an inference system, through the concept ofrewrite proofs, forward reasoning (search) is 
effectively restricted and combined with don't-care nondeterministic backward reasoning 
(simplification) . The explicit generation of the congruence closure of a set of equations 
is usually avoided. This is one main advantage of rewrite techniques over methods based 
on resolution alone. From a practical point of view the simplification techniques afforded 
by rewriting are even more important. In the context of automated theorem proving, 
rewrite techniques have been typically applied to equivalence relations. In this paper we 
investigate their application to arbitrary (e.g., non-symmetric) transitive relations and 
design corresponding inference systems for first-order theories with transitive relations, 
using resolution as the underlying inference mechanism. 

Resolution, in its different variants, forms the core of many current automated rea
soning systems. (For a recent exposition of the theory of resolution see Bachmair and 
Ganzinger 1995b.) By and large such resolution refinements as hyper-resolution, ordered 
resolution, or the set-of-support strategy are quite useful in practice, but for logical the
ories with transitive relations, such as logics with equality or inequality relations, they 
are not very effective. Special techniques have been devised for such theories: chaining 
and variable elimination for inequalities, and paramodulation, which can be thought of 
as a form of subterm chaining, for equality. Chaining essentially encodes certain resolu
tion steps with the transitivity axiom. For example, ifS is a transitive relation, chaining 
allows one to derive ua S va from uS s and t S v, where a is a most general unifier of 
s and t. The completeness of this inference mechanism follows immediately from the 
completeness of resolution with selection (Bachmair and Ganzinger 1994b). 

We propose the following refinement of chaining: first compare the term sa (which 
is identical to ta) to both ua and va (using a given well-founded ordering on terms) and 
perform the chaining inference only if sa is maximal. This form of "ordered chaining" 
can be viewed as an application of standard rewrite techniques. More precisely, we argue 
that it corresponds to a completion process, aimed at deriving enough rewrite rules so 
that the given transitive relation can be described by corresponding rewrite proofs. 
The completeness of ordered chaining is based on a suitable commutation property of 
the rewrite relations involved which is achieved through completion. In formalizing this 
approach we use standard methods from the theory of term rewriting. However, we wish 
to apply this approach not only to unit clauses, as is the case with standard completion 
procedures, but to general clauses, and therefore have to integrate the notion of rewriting 
in this more general context. This is relatively straightforward for Horn clauses, but 
more difficult in the case of disjunctions of positive literals, due to the additional degree 
of non-determinism in the rewrite relations and certain subtle dependencies between 
them. We will discuss the two cases separately. 

The practicality of chaining methods crucially depends on the extent to which a 
particularly prolific form of chaining, called variable chaining (where sort is a variable) , 
can be restricted. Ordered chaining considerably cuts down the number of possible 
variable chainings, as the required maximality condition for terms can only be satisfied 
if the variable is unshielded, i.e. , occurs only as an argument of the predicateS, but not 
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as an argument of a function symbol or any other predicate symbol. However, we also 
show that some variable chainings are needed for transitive relations in general, though 
further restriction are possible if additional properties such as symmetry are satisfied. 
For instance, in the case of equivalence relations we obtain calculi in which chaining 
"into" a variable is not needed. 

Transitivity is a particular instance of a composition law for binary relations of 
the form S o T ~ U. The chaining techniques in this paper will be applicable to a 
large class of such composition laws. In order to introduce the main ideas in a way 
that does not require much technical detail, we will first , in Section 3, describe our 
methods for the particularly simple case of Horn clauses over one transitive relation. In 
Section 4 the methods will be extended to composition laws in general and to full first
order clauses. Refutational completeness is established for an appropriately extended 
inference system and in the presence of a notion of redundancy that covers the usual 
simplification techniques used in rewrite-based theorem provers. Redundancy is the. 
central concept when tailoring the general system to particulary interesting cases of 
binary relations. Each case will be investigated with the goal to further optimize the 
inference system and to avoid variable chaining as much as possible. In particular we 
consider (partial) equivalence and congruence relations in Section 5.1 and total orderings 
in Section 6; and conclude with a summary and suggestions for further research. 

This paper combines results that we have annonced in (Bachmair and Ganzinger 
1994a) and (Bachmair and Ganzinger 1994c) into a single framework with a uniform 
and complete presentation. 

2 Preliminaries 

We consider first-order languages with function symbols, predicate symbols, and vari
ables. A term is an expression f(ti, ... , tn) or x, where f is a function symbol of arity 
n, x is a variable, and ti, .. . , tn are terms. An atomic formula (or simply atom) is 
an expression P(t1, ... , tn), where Pis a predicate symbol of arity nand t1. ... , tn are 
terms. A literal is an expression A (a positive literal) or ·A (a negative literal), where A 
is an atomic formula. Atoms from binary predicate symbols S are often written in infix 
notation as uS v. A clause is a finite multiset of literals. We write a clause by listing its 
literals, •AI, ... , •Am, BI, ... , Bn; or as a disjunction •AI V · · · V •Am V BI · · · V Bn; 
or as a sequent AI, ... , Am 4 BI, ... , Bn. An expression is said to be ground if it 
contains no variables. 

By a (Herbrand) interpretation we mean a set I of ground atomic formulas. We say 
that an atom A is true (and •A, false) in I if A E I; and that A is false (and •A, 
true) in I if A f/. I. A ground clause is true in an interpretation I if at least one of its 
literals is true in I; and is false otherwise. In general, a clause is said to be true in I if 
all its ground instances are true. The empty clause is false in every interpretation. We 
say that I is a model of a set of clauses N (or that N is satisfied by I) if all elements of 
N are true in I. Occasionally, a model of N will also be called an N -interpretation. A 
set N is satisfiable if it has a model, and unsatisfiable otherwise. For instance, any set 
containing the empty clause is unsatisfiable. 
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3 Transitive Relations 

In this section we will consider the. satisfiability problem for sets of Horn clauses in 
languages with transitive relations, that is, predicates S that satisfy 

xSy,yS z -+xSz. 

Such clauses present difficulties for resolution-based provers. A transitivity axiom can 
be resolved with itself to yield a new clause 

X S Yl , Yl S Y2 , Y2 S z -+ x S z 

that can again be resolved with the original clause, to yield 

X S Yl , Yl S Y2 , Y2 S Y3 , Y3 S z -+ X S z 

and so on. Certain refinements of resolution provide better control in this regard. For 
instance, the self-resolution that is problematic with transitivity, is automatically ex
cluded by resolution with selection (Bachmair and Ganzinger 1994b): if we select the 
two negative literals in the transitivity axiom, the only kind of inference in which it can 
participate are inferences of the form 

C,uSs D , tSv -.(xSy),-.(ySz),xS z 

CrJ , DrJ, U(J s V(J 

where rJ is a most general unifier of s and t. The key here is that it is never necessary 
to resolve with the non-selected (i.e., positive) literal of the transitivity axiom (for 
details, see Bachmair and Ganzinger 1995b). Therefore we may encode transitivity as 
an inference rule: 

Chaining: 
C,uSs D,tSv 
c(J, D(J, urJ s vrJ 

where rJ is a most general unifier of s and t. 

Unfortunately, the chaining rule, which was already proposed by Slagle (1972), is 
not completely satisfactory, as it explicitly generates the transitive closure of the binary 
relation described by S. For example, if aS band b S c and c S dare given, chaining will 
generate the additional unit clauses a S c and b S d and a S d. 

We will next outline how standard rewrite techniques can be used in this context to 
more effectively restrict the chaining rule. Rewrite systems provide for a more compact 
representation of transitive (closures of) relations and are one of the more efficient 
techniques for reasoning about chains of terms, such as aS b S c S d in the above example. 
Rewrite techniques have typically been applied to equivalence and congruence relations. 
We also discuss non-symmetric relations, developing an approach similar in spirit to 
what has been called hi-rewriting by Levy and Agustf (1993). 

3.1 Commutation 

If s is a binary relation, we denote by s-1 its inverse, by s+ its transitive closure, and 
by S* its reflexive-transitive closure. (A binary relation S is called reflexive if xSx for 
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all x; irreftexive if xSx for no x; and non-reflexive if it is not reflexive.) The composition 
of two binary relations S and T is denoted by S o T. ( x, y) is in S o T if and only if there 
exists a z such that ( x, z) is in S and ( z, y) is in T. Our objective is to represent transitive 
(closures of) relations by means of well-founded rewrite relations. 1 Two relations S1 and 
s2 are employed for that purpose. 

We say that S1 commutes with S2 if S2 o S1 ~ (St o S2) U S:}.2 

Proposition 1 If S1 U Si 1 is a well-founded binary relation and S1 commutes with S2, 
then the two relations (S1 U S2)+ and (Si o S2) US:} are identical. 

The proposition can be proved with standard methods from rewriting theory. 3 It pro
vides the starting point for our investigations. 

Let ~ be a (strict) ordering and ~ be its reflexive closure. We denote by ~s the 
intersection of S with ~; by -{:=s the intersection of S with the inverse -< of the relation 
~; and by <=>s the reflexive part of S, that is, the intersection of S with the identity 
relation. If the ordering ~ is total, then S = <=>s U ~s U -{:=s. We drop the subscript 
when the relation is known from the context. Slightly adapting Proposition 1, we obtain: 

Proposition 2 Let S be a binary relation and ~ be a well-founded ordering that is 
total on the given domain. If the relation ~s U <=>s commutes with -{:=s U <=>s then 
s+ = <=> s u ( ~ t 0 -{:=s) u -{:= t. 
This result shows that under suitable commutation properties the non-reflexive part of 
a transitive relation can be described by a certain kind of rewrite proofs with~ and-{=. 

In the logic context a relation is often represented by ground atoms in a Herbrand 
interpretation I. To simplify matters technically, for the remainder of this section we 
shall assume that S is the only predicate symbol, and that it denotes a transitive relation. 
If I satisfies the transitivity law Ts for S then I is called a transitivity interpretation. 
If I is a Herbrand interpretation, that is, a set of ground atoms (for S), and if ~ is a 
wellfounded ordering on ground atoms, by analogy with the notation used before, we 
shall write ~I, -{:=I, and <=>I, respectively, to denote the intersection of S (as defined by 
I) with the relations ~. -<, and =. A rewrite proof of uS v in I is either of the form 

U *>I u, 

provided u = v, or else is a non~empty sequence of rewrites 

U = Uo ~I · .• ~I Um = Vn -{:=I · · • -{:=I Vo = V, 

where m+ n > 1. We write u .!J.I v when there exists a rewrite proof for uS v in I. A 
sequence u -{:=I t ~I v, on the other hand, is called a peak. The peak is said to commute 
if u .!J.I v. By a plateau we mean a sequence of rewrites t *>I t ~I v or u -{=I t *>I t. 
Any plateau can be transformed into a rewrite proof by simply deleting the <:>-step. A 
sequence of rewrites is a rewrite proof if and only if it contains no peak and no plateau 
as a subsequence. 

By the rewrite closure of I we mean the set { u S v : u .JJ. I v}. As a consequence of 
Proposition 2 we obtain: 

1The relations we talk about are abstract reduction systems in the sense of Klop (1992), but not 
necessarily rewrite relations in the sense of Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990), in that they need not be 
closed under context application. 

2The relation (Si oS~) U Si is identical to (Si oS~) U (Si o Si). 
3 Commutation properties, with a view to their application to termination problems, have been dis

cussed in Bachmair and Dershowitz 1986, Bellegarde and Lescanne 1987, Geser 1991. 
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Proposition 3 Let >- be well-founded and total on ground terms. The rewrite closure 
of I is a transitivity interpretation if and only if all peaks in I commute. 

For example, if I contains the atoms aS b and b S c and c S d, and if a >- b >- c >- d, 
then a ::::} I b and b ::::} I c and c ::} I d. The relation ::::} I evidently commutes with the 
(empty) relation ~I. If we choose the ordering b >- c >- d >- a, the rewrite steps 
are a ~I b and b ::::} I c and c ::::} I d, and there is a peak, a ~I b ::::} I c, that does not 
commute. If, through ordered chaining, we generate a S c, the corresponding rewrite step 
a ~ c makes the peak converge. Chaining with suitable ordering restrictions provides 
the basis for a completion process of which equational completion is a special case in 
which the two rewrite relations ::::} and ~-l are the same, cf. , Section 5.1. Completion 
always succeeds for finite (ground) I. Equational completion procedures, such as 
ordered completion or conditional completion, have been described by inference rules, 
e.g., Bachmair, Dershowitz and Plaisted 1989, Ganzinger 1991, Dershowitz 1991. We 
will devise similar (refutationally complete) inference systems for transitive relations in 
general. 

One important difference between a convergent rewrite system in the equational case 
and commutation of one rewrite system over another in the case of a non-symmetric 
relation Sexists, though. A convergent system admits unique normal forms. Searching 
for a rewrite proof for a given pair of ground terms is don't-care nondeterministic in 
that no backtracking is required. Commutation is weaker in this regard. In general one 
may have more than one "minimal" rewrite proof for any two given terms, and there 
may be no deterministic strategy of finding anyone of them. 

3.2 Negative chaining 

Having computed sufficiently many consequences by ordered chaining, for negative lit
erals in clauses we need to enumerate their rewrite proofs. Take the above example and 
add another clause -,(aS d) V d Se. By transitivity we have aS d, which we may resolve 
with the additional clause to obtain d Se. However, with ordered chaining, we do not 
derive aS d directly, but only obtain enough inequalities for a suitable rewrite proof 
of aS d. We need an inference mechanism which solves negative inequalities and, as a 
side effect, generates enough inequalities for a rewrite proof of d Se. In the equational 
case, negative literals in clauses are solved by narrowing-like inferences which enumerate 
equational rewrite proofs. In the general case of a transitive relation, the corresponding 
inference mechanism will be called negative chaining. 

3.2.1 Admissible Clause Orderings 

We combine the chaining rules into an ordered resolution calculus, and for that purpose 
have to require an ordering on terms, literals and clauses. A well-founded and total 
ordering >- on ground terms and ground literals is called admissible if it is compatible 
with a certain complexity measure C£ on ground literals L. By compatibility we mean 
that whenever CL >-cL' then L >- L', for any two ground literals Land L'. Throughout 
this paper we will use several such complexity measures, any of which will be a refinement 
of some previously defined measure. Results which are obtained for admissible orderings 
then also apply to orderings that are compatible with the refined measure. 

For the purpose of this section, the following complexity measure will suffice: Sup
pose Lis of the form uSv or -,(uSv) . Then CL= (maxL,PL,sL), where (i) nwxL 
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denotes the maximal term of u and v with respect to ~; (ii) PL is 1, if Lis negative, and 
0 otherwise; and (iii) S£ is 1 if u!::::: v, and 0 otherwise. We assume that the lexicographic 
combination of ~ on terms with 1 > 0 is used to compare the complexity triples. For 
example, if s ~ t, then the complexity of sS t is ( s, 0, 1), whereas the complexity of 
-.(t Ss) is (s, 1, 0). The maximal term of a literal is the main criterion for any admissi
ble literal ordering. Rewriting the maximal term into a smaller term will always yield 
a smaller literal. We observe that a negative literal is considered more complex than 
a positive literal with the same maximal term. Moreover we have stipulated that the 
argument terms of an atom be lexicographically compared. 

An ordering on ground clauses is called admissible if it is the multiset extension of an 
admissible ordering ~ on literals. We will also use ~ to denote the clause ordering. We 
assume that orderings on ground expressions are extended to non-ground expressions 
as follows: E ~ E' if and only if Ea ~ E' a, for all ground instances Ea and E' a. 
Thus, we have Et E' if E'a ~Ea, for some ground instances Ea and E'a.4 We say 
that a literal L is maximal with respect to a clause C if L' ~ L, for no literal L' in 
C; and that L is strictly maximal with respect to C if L' !::::: L, for no L' in C. Given 
an admissible ordering on terms and literals, its extension to an admissible ordering on 
clauses is uniquely defined by the above stipulations. 

A great variety of admissible literal and clause orderings exists for arbitrary signa
tures of function symbols. 5 Selecting an appropriate such ordering is one of the most 
important ways in which one can take an influence on the search strategy of a prover 
that is based on rewriting methods. Defining selection strategies for negative literals 
is the second major high-level primitive for guiding search. In this paper we will not 
consider selection. It is not hard to see that the results about selection in the equational 
case (Bachmair and Ganzinger 1994b) can be extended to the framework that we con
sider in this paper. The calculi that we present here will not include selection so as to 
not further complicate matters technically. 

3.2.2 Inferences of Ordered Chaining 

We are now prepared for defining the inference rules of a chaining calculus. 6 We assume 
~ to denote some admissible ordering on terms, literals and clauses. 

Ordered Chaining: 
C,uSs D,tSv 
Ca, Da, ua S va 

where (i) a is the most general unifier of s and t, (ii) ua S sa is strictly maximal with 
respect to Ca, (iii) ta Sva is strictly maximal with respect to Da, (iv) ua t sa, and 
(v) vat ta. 

Negative Chaining: 
C,-.(uSs) D,tSv 
Ca, Da, -.(vaS a) 

4 Depending on the ordering, this extension to non-ground expressions may or may not be decidable. 
In the latter case one will have to employ a safe and decidable approximation. 

5For a survey on orderings see Dershowitz (1987). 
6 As usual we implicitly assume that the premises of an inference have no common variables. If 

necessary, the variables in one premise are renamed. Thus, it is also possible to use different variants of 
a clause as premises in one inference. 
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where (i) a is the most general unifier of u and t, (ii) •(ua S sa) is maximal with respect 
to C a , ( iii) ta S va is strictly maximal with respect to Da, ( iv) va :t ta , ( v) sa :t ua, 
and (vi) sa =I= va; and 

C, •(uSs) D, tSv 
Ca, Da, •(ua Sta) 

where (i) a is the most general unifier of sand v, (ii) •( ua S sa) is maximal with respect 
to Ca, (iii) ta Sva is strictly maximal with respect to Da, (iv) ua ';f sa/ (v) ta :t va, 
and (vi) ua =I= ta . 

The resolution rule takes care of one-step rewrite proofs for negative literals: 

Ordered Resolution: 
C, A D, ·B 

Ca, Da 

where (i) a is the most general unifier of A and B, (ii) Aa is strictly maximal with 
respect to Ca, and (iii) Ba is maximal in Da. 

The calculus of all these inference rules is denoted by Bs, or simply B (the Basic chaining 
calculus). 

3.3 Refutational Completeness for Horn Clauses 

Clauses with at most one positive literal are called Horn clauses. The calculi Bs are refu
tationally complete for such clauses. For the completeness proof we adapt the model con
struction approach of Bachmair and Ganzinger (1990) (see also Bachmair and Ganzinger 
1994b). 

Given a set N of ground clauses, we define a corresponding Herbrand interpretation 
I using induction on >-. More precisely, we define for each clause C an interpretation 
le , intended to be a model for clauses smaller than C , and a set Ec that is designed to 
turn le into a model of C as well. Since ordered chaining is supposed to achieve that 
atoms can be proved by rewrite proofs, the partial interpretations le, as well as the 
final J, will be represented as the rewrite closures of suitable sets Re and R. 

Formally, for every clause C inN we define Re to be the set Uc>-D Ev. By le we 
denote the rewrite closure of Re. Furthermore, if C is a clause C' V A, where A is a 
positive literal and A >- C', 8 and C is false in I c then Ec = {A}. In that case, we also 
say that C is productive and that it produces A. In all other cases, Ec = 0. Finally, let 
R be Uc Ec and let I be the rewrite closure of R. 

In what follows we shall also use the notation Re for Re U Ec and JC for the 
rewrite closure of Re. Hence le is the partial interpretation defined by clauses smaller 
that C , whereas JC additionally includes the effect of C in this construction. All these 
interpretations are rewrite closures of suitable rule sets so that an atom is true if and 
only if it has a rewrite proof in the corresponding rule set. 

The following lemma expresses an important monotonicity property of our construc
tion: 

Lemma 1 If a ground clause C {which need not be in N) is true in some interpretation 
Iv or JD, where D t C, then C is also true in I and in any interpretation Ivr and JD' 
with D' >- D. Furthermore, if a clause C is productive, then it is true in JC. 

7The case ua = sa needs to be dealt with by only one of the forms of negative chaining. 
8 In writing A >- C' we view A to denote a positive unit clause. 
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Proof. The proof is straightforward and based on the following observations: Atoms 
which are true in some partial interpretation ID or JD remain true in any "later" inter
pretation ID' or JD' with D' >- D, as the rule sets of which these rewrite closures are 
formed increase monotonically. Compatible orderings >- on literals are designed so that 
whenever a negative literal --,A occurs in C and A is false in ID or JD with D E Nand 
D !: C, then A remains false in I. If such an atom A is false in ID or ID then A has 
no rewrite proof in rules generated "up to D". If D !: C, rules that are generated into 
later interpretations ID' have too large "left-hand sides" to be able to reduce A. 0 

This lemma will often be applied in its contrapositive form to infer that C is false in le 
and le whenever it is false in ID' or JD', for some D' >-C. 

The next lemma states a continuity property of the model construction. 

Lemma 2 Let D be a clause inN and let C be a ground clause (which need not be in 
N). If C is true in all interpretations ID' with D >- D', then C is also true in ID. 

Proof. If a ground atom A is true in le then has a rewrite proof over Re, hence is true 
in JD' where D' -< C is the clause that produces the largest atom that occurs in the 
proof of A. Therefore, if the antecedent of C is true in le, it is already true in some 
such JD'. In this case the succedent of C is true in JD' and in le. 0 

The model construction given above is a rather general concept. It is parametrized 
by the notion of a rewrite closure (and hence of a rewrite proof). Although in this 
section we consider Horn clauses only, the construction is independent of that property. 
Later on we shall refine our inference systems and extend them to full clauses. In these 
contexts, the respective notions of a rewrite proof will be correspondingly refined, but 
the model construction per se will remain the same. It is important to note that the 
two basic properties of the construction as stated in the Lemmas 1 and 2 will hold for 
any of the notions of rewriting that we consider in this paper. 

We say that a set of (possibly non-ground) clauses N is saturated (with respect to 
an inference system J) if it contains all conclusions of inferences (in J) from N. 

Lemma 3 Let N be a set of ground Horn clauses that is saturated with respect to B 
and does not contain the empty clause, and let I be the interpretation constructed from 
N. Then for every clause C in N we have: 

{1) If C is a productive clause C' V A, with A>- C', then C' -is false in I. 
(2) le as well as le are transitivity interpretations. 
(3) C is true in le. 

Proof. We use induction on >-. Let C be a ground clause in N, such that (1)-(3) are 
satisfied for all smaller clauses in N. 

(1) Suppose C is a productive clause of the form C' V A, with A>- C'. Since C is a 
Horn clause, C' contains only negative literals. Furthermore, C is false in le. Thus, if 
--,B is a literal in C', then B E le ~I, from which we conclude that C' is false in I. 

(2) According to Proposition 3 we have to prove that all peaks u <= v => t in le 
commute. By the induction hypothesis, peaks from any two rules in Re commute, hence 
le is a transitivity interpretation. The assertion for le is thus trivially true if Ee is 
empty, or if Ee = { t S v} where v !: t. (If v >- t, the bigger term occurs on the right 
side of the inequation. Clauses producing atoms of the form vS u in which the maximal 
term occurs on the left side cannot be smaller than C with respect to >-.) Suppose 
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C = C' V vS t produces vS t with v >- t. If there is another clause D = D' V uS v that 
produces uSv with v >- u, then there exists a peak u ~ v ::::} t in JC. Now consider 
ordered chaining by which the clause C" = C' V D' V uS t can be obtained from C and 
D. Since N is saturated and C >- C" we may apply the induction hypothesis for (3), to 
infer that C" is true in le". But C' V D' is false in I and Re" ~ Re, hence u .JJ.Rc t. 
This establishes the required commutation property. 

(3) If C is false in JC , then it cannot be productive, hence must violate the condition 
imposed on productive clauses, that is, the maximal literal in C is negative. Let us 
therefore assume C can be written as C' V -,A, with a maximal atom -,A that is false 
in le. Thus the atom A is true in le. If A is produced by some (smaller) clause 
D = D' V A, then the resolvent C" = D' V C' of C and D issmaller than C (since 
-,A >- D'), contained in N, and, as a consequence of (i), false in le and hence false in 
JC" -which contradicts the induction hypothesis. The only remaining possibility is that 
A is an atom uS v with u .JJ.Rc v. In that case there exists a suitable productive clause 
DV uSv' (where v' .JJ.Rc v) or DV u' Sv (where u .JJ.Rc u') which, through negative 
chaining with C, produces a clause C" smaller than C that is contained inN and is false 
in JC" , which is again a contradiction. Thus, C must be true in JC , which completes 
the proof. D 

The lemma indicates that all interpretation le and I are transitivity interpretations. 
As an immediate corollary of the lemma we obtain: 

Theorem 1 If a set of Horn clauses N is saturated with respect to Bs , then the set 
N U Ts is unsatisfiable if and only if it contains the empty clause. 

Proof. If N contains the empty clause, NUTs is unsatisfiable. Suppose N does not 
contain the empty clause. Let I be the Herbrand interpr,etation constructed from the 
set of all ground instances of N. It follows from standard results in resolution theory 
(usually called "lifting lemmas" ) that if N is saturated with respect to B, then the set of 
its ground instances is also saturated. Therefore we may use the above lemma to infer 
that the relation .JJ.R is transitive and that I is a model of NUTs. D 

We can use this theorem to check the unsatisfiability of sets of Horn clauses over lan
guages with transitive relations: saturate the given set of clauses with respect to the 
inference system B by applying the inferences in B exhaustively; if the set if unsatisfiable, 
a contradiction in the form of the empty clause will eventually be generated. In the fol
lowing section we generalize the ordered chaining calculus B to non-Horn clauses and to 
forms of composition laws for binary relations which are more general than transitivity. 
Before, though, we take a first look at the problem of variable chaining. 

3.4 Variable chaining 

In chaining we combine two inequalities (one of which may be negative) by unifying the 
first argument of one with the second argument of the other. If one of the two terms 
thus unified is a variable we speak of a variable chaining. More specifically, we speak of 
chaining into a variable if the inequality with the variable is not smaller (with respect 
to >-) than the other inequality; and speak of chaining from a variable if the inequality 
with the variable is not bigger than the other inequality. Since the unification of a term 
with a variable not occurring in it always succeeds, variable chaining can be particularly 
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prolific. Fortunately, the combination of certain redundancy criteria (to be defined and 
proved compatible with chaining below) and ordering constraints drastically cuts down 
on variable chaining. 

Consider, for instance, an inference 

C,usx D,tsv 
Ca, D, ua Sv 

where xa = t. The constraints imposed on an ordered chaining inference require x 
to be a maximal term in the first premise, which implies that x does not occur in a 
negative literal and also is unshielded in the clause in the sense that it occurs only as an 
argument of S but not as an argument of any other predicate symbol or any function 
symbol. Moreover, the inference is redundant if the variable x is linear in the first 
premise, i.e., does not occur in C or u. For in that case the conclusion is C V D V uS v, 
and is either properly subsumed by C V u S x or else is identical to C V u S x up to 
renaming of variables. Similar arguments apply to inferences 

C,uSs D,xSv 
C, Da, uSva 

where the variable occurs as the first argument of an S atom. 
In sum, ordered chaining through a variable is only necessary if the variable is non

linear, unshielded, and occurs only in positive literals. For Horn clauses these condi
tions cannot be satisfied simultaneously, so that ordered chaining through variables is 
not needed at all. But negative chaining into non-linear unshielded variables is still 
necessary, even for Horn clauses, as the following example shows. Take the set of clauses 

-t aS a' 

-t a' Se 

-t bSb' 

-t b' Se 

aSx, bSx -t 

where e >- b' >- b >- a' >- a. This set of clauses is unsatisfiable. From the first two 
clauses we obtain aS c; from the third and fourth clause b S c. The two inequalities 
contradict the last clause. No ordered chaining is possible. We may resolve the third 
with the last clause, to get -,(aS b'), from which we get -,(aS b) by chaining with the 
third clause again. Any other inferences require chaining through a variable. In other 
words, no contradiction can be derived if we exclude variable chaining. If we use the 
fourth and fifth clause to chain through a variable, we get --,(aSc) V --,(bSb'), from 
which a contradiction can be derived by one more chaining and two resolution steps. 

In sections 5.4 and 6.6 we show that chaining into variables can be avoided if the 
given transitive relation is a partial congruence, or else if it is a dense, total ordering 
without endpoints. 

4 General Binary Relations 

We now generalize the results of the previous section to (i) full clauses, (ii) a more 
general form of composition laws for binary relations (to be defined in Section 4.1), and 
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(iii) to a suitable concept of redundancy which will be defined in Section 4.2 and that 
will be compatible with chaining. The completeness results will be valid for a large 
class of variants of inference systems, differing in how they exploit additional logical 
properties of relations by specialized derived inferences that make other, less specialized 
inferences redundant. 

4.1 Composition Laws 

Transitivity is a special case of a composition law for binary relations. For a generalized 
chaining we assume a set Co of composition laws (or composition axioms) of the form 

xSy, yTz-+ xU z 

where S, T, and U are binary relations. We will also writeS o T ~ U in this case. We 
assume that composition of relations as defined by the laws in Co is associative, that is, 
whenever we have two laws SoT~ U and U o V ~ W, then we must also have laws 
of the form T o V ~ V' and S o V' ~ W, and vice versa. In that case the consequences 
of Co, they have the form S1 o S2 ... o Sn ~ S , do not depend on the order in which 
the basic laws are applied. To simplify the technical treatment we require in addition 
that in each law S o T ~ U either U = S or U = T. A relation symbol that occurs in a 
composition law is called a special (binary) relation. 

Example. The clauses 

x<y,y<z -+ x<z 

X';::::! y , y ';::::! Z -+ X';:::!Z 

x~y,y~z -+ x~z 

x';:::!y,y<z -+ x<z 

x<y,y';:::!z -+ x<z 

x';:::!y,y~ z -+ x~z 

x~y,y';:::! z -+ x~z 

x<y,y~z -+ x<z 

x~y,y<z -+ x<z 

define the composition laws for a strict and non-strict ordering < and ~ ' respectively, 
together with equality ';:::;;. 0 

We assume again that >- denotes a given well-founded and total ordering on ground 
terms. Let I be a set of ground atoms and, for any binary relation S, let *Y, and -{:::.7, 
and {::}7, respectively, denote the intersection of the binary relation S as represented by 
the set of S-atoms in I with >-, -<, and =. Generalizing the notions of Section 3.2, a 
proof ofu S v in I is a sequence of the form 

where n ~ 1, the UiSiUf+l are in I, and sl 0 s2 ... 0 Sn ~ s follows from Co. The proof 
is called a rewrite proof if it is of the form 
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or of the form 

_._Sn _ 
Un-1 -..-I Un-V 

with 1 ::::; k ::::; n. The existence of a rewrite proof for u S v in I will be indicated by the 
notation u .JJ.1 v. The rewrite closure of I consists of I and the set of all atoms u S v that 
have a rewrite proof in I. 

A proof u {=f s ~1 t of uT t is called a peak. A proof u {=f t ~1 t or u ~f u ~1 t 
of uT t is called a plateau. The peak or plateau is said to be convergent, if there exists a 
rewrite proof of uT t in I. I is said to be complete if all peaks and plateaus in I converge. 
A straightforward generalization of Proposition 3 is the following completeness criterion: 

Proposition 4 The following three properties are equivalent: 
(i) I is complete. 
(ii) Any ground atom which follows from I and Co has a rewrite proof in I. 
(iii) The rewrite closure of I satisfies Co. 

Proo£ We prove that (i) implies (ii), the other implications being trivial. Proofs which 
are not rewrite proofs will be transformed into smaller proofs where the proof ordering 
is the multiset extension of >- applied to the terms that occur in the proof. The trans
formations will be of a local nature which is made possible by the associativity of the 
composition laws. 

Let I commute and let u = Uo s1 U1 s2 U2 ... Un-1 Sn Un = V be a proof of us V in I. 
If n = 1 the proof is a rewrite proof. If n > 1 and if the proof is not a rewrite proof then 
it contains a subproof of the Jorm w Us V t, with s ~ w, s ~ t, and U o V ~ T is in Co, 
with either T = U or T = V. If the sub proof is a peak or plateau, we may replace it 
by a rewrite proof for w T t in I which, according to the assumption, exists. Otherwise 
s = t = w. In that case one of the two steps is of the forms T s, and we may simply 
delete the other. The new proof proves u S v and is smaller than the given proof. 0 

This proof entirely follows standard methods. We have given it in detail to indicate 
where we make use of the the fact that in composition laws the relation on the right 
side must be one of the operand relations of the left side. To relax that restriction one 
will have to treat the reflexive parts of relations more specifically. 

From now on we also consider symmetry axioms 

xRy-+ yRx 

for special relations and in that case call R symmetric. Symmetry will be built into the 
notation in that we assume that an atomic expression s R t denotes both s R t and t R s. 
We require that if U is symmetric and SoT ~ U then both S and T are also symmetric. 
We use L to denote the union of the composition and symmetry laws. 

Subsequently we restrict ourselves to the case where all predicate symbols are binary. 
Any other atom p(t1 , ... , tn) can be represented (in a many-sorted framework) by an 
equivalence p(t1 , ... , tn) = T where= is an equivalence relation (cf. section 5.1 for more 
details). Equivalence relations will be investigated more specifically in section 5. 

4.2 Redundancy 

We sketch the main ideas of an abstract notion of redundancy and refer to Bachmair 
and Ganzinger (1994b) for further details. Let N and S be sets of clauses and C be 
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a ground clause (not necessarily a ground instance of N). Our intention is to specify 
when C is not needed for proving the potential inconsistency of NUS. S will usually 
refer to clauses, such as the composition laws, which are built into the chaining inference 
system. 

Redundancy is a notion which exploits certain properties of our model construction, 
hence depends on the given clause ordering. For the refined chaining calculus we need to 
refine the complexity measure C£ for literals L to become compatible with symmetry: If 
Lis a ground literal A or •A, with A an atom of the form u Sv, then C£ = (maxL,PL, sL) 
where (i) maxL is the maximal term among u and v; (ii) PL is 1, if L is negative, and 0 
otherwise; and (iii} S£ is 1 ifS is not symmetric and if u t v, and S£ is 0, otherwise. 

Again, an admissible ordering on ground clauses is the multiset extension of an 
admissible (with respect to the refined complexity measure) literal ordering, and we use 
>-- to denote both the term and literal ordering as well as its multiset extension to an 
ordering on clauses. 

From the proof of the Lemma 3 we observe that inferences were only required when 
they involve ground clauses C that are false in le and in situations where one could 
assume that all smaller clauses are true in le. The following definition of redundancy for 
clauses approximates these properties without making any explicit reference to the model 
construction. We call C S -redundant with respect to N if there exist ground instances 
C1, ... , Ck of N such that C is true in every S-model of C1, ... , Ck and C >-- Cj, for all 
j with 1 :::; j :::; k. It can easily be seen that the clauses C1 , . .. , Ck can be assumed to 
be non-redundant. Clearly, if the Ci are true in le, C cannot be false in le, provided 
le satisfies S. A non-ground clause is called S-redundant if all its ground instances are. 

Tautologies are S-redundant in this sense, for any S, and most cases of proper 
subsumption are also covered by this notion of redundancy. The axioms in S are all 
S-redundant by definition. 

Further inspection of the proof of Lemma 3 reveals that, for binary inferences, the 
first premise is always a productive clause C. Its maximal literal A is strictly maximal, 
positive, and gets produced into le. While the ordering constraints for productivity 
are captured with the ordering constraints for the inferences, the fact that A is true 
in le will be reflected by the subsequent definition of redundancy for inferences. To 
that end, we call the maximal atom of the first premise of a binary inference the main 
atom of the inference. For other types of inferences, the main atom is defined to be 
T. With these preliminaries, a ground inference with conclusion B, maximal premise 
C, and main atom A is called S-redundant with respect to N if either some premise 
is redundant, or else there exist ground instances C1 , ... , Ck of N such that B is true 
in every S-model of A, C1, ... , Ck. and C >-- Cj, for all j with 1:::; j:::; k. A non-ground 
inference is called S-redundant if all its ground instances (that satisfy the associated 
restrictions) are redundant. 

We say that a set of clauses N is saturated up to S -redundancy with respect to some 
inference system, if all inferences from N are S-redundant. For the remainder of this 
paper "redundancy" is meant to refer to L-redundancy whenever the concrete set of 
built-in axioms L is clear from the context. 

For inference systems in which the first premise of a binary ground inference is smaller 
than the second, the the definition of redundancy given here is equivalent to notions of 
redundancy that we have proposed in previous work (Bachmair and Ganzinger 1990, 
Bachmair and Ganzinger 1994b). With the present definition we may admit larger 
classes of clause orderings. 
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For a refutationally complete inference system we expect that if N is saturated up 
to redundancy then N is unsatisfiable if and only if the empty clause is in N. That 
leaves us with the problem of how to effectively saturate a set of clauses. If the system 
is monotone in the sense that the conclusion of any ground inference is smaller than 
the maximal premise of the inference, then one way to render an inference redundant is 
to add its conclusion to N. Given a recursive and monotone inference system, for any 
recursively enumerable set of clauses an equivalent and saturated set can be recursively 
enumerated. The inference systems that we present below will usually not be monotone 
for arbitrarily chosen admissible clause orderings. However, in all cases it will not be 
difficult, when supplied with any admissible term ordering, to extend it to an admissible 
clause ordering for which the inferences are monotone. 

4.3 Ordered Chaining for General Composition Laws 

The inference system below represents a generalization of ordered chaining to general 
composition laws and to the case of general clauses. We assume an admissible ordering 
>- to be given. 

Ordered Chaining: 
C, uSs D, tTv 
Ccr, Dcr, ucr U vcr 

where (i) SoT s;;; U is in Co; (ii) cr is the most general unifier of s and t; (iii) ucr S scr 
is strictly maximal with respect to Ccr; (iv) tcrTvcr is strictly maximal with respect to 
Dcr; (v) UCT ;i SCT, and UCT-::/= SCT if U = T; and (vi) VCT ;i tcr, and tcr-::/= VCT if U = 8. 

Negative Chaining: 
C,-.(uSs) D,tTv 
Ccr, Dcr, -.(vcr U scr) 

where (i) To U s;;; S is in Co; (ii) cr is the most general unifier of u and t; (iii) -.( ucr S scr) 
is maximal with respect to Ccr; (iv) tcrTvcr is strictly maximal with respect to Dcr; (v) 
vcr ;t tcr, and (vi) scr ;t ucr; and 

C,-.(uSs) D,tTv 
Ccr, Dcr, -.(ucrUtcr) 

where (i) U oT s;;; S is in Co; (ii) cr is the most general unifier of sand v; (iii) -.(ucr S scr) 
is maximal with respect to Ccr; (iv) tcrTvcr is strictly maximal with respect to Dcr; (v) 
UCT 'f SCT, and (vi) tcr ~ VCT. 

Ordered Resolution: 
C, A D, -.B 

Ccr, Dcr 

where (i) cr is the most general unifier of A and B; (ii) Acr is strictly maximal with 
respect to Ccr; and (iii) Bcr is maximal with respect to Dcr. 
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Ordered Factoring: 
C,A,B 
Ca,Aa 

where (i) a is the most general unifier of A and B; and (ii) Aa is maximal with respect 
to Ca. 

Unfortunately, it also turns out that for disjunctions of binary atoms with multiple 
occurrences of the maximal term of a clause the inference mechanism of negative and 
ordered chaining is insufficient. For example, take the set of clauses 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) a~b,a~c 

--+ 
--+ 
--+ 
--+ 

c~b 

b~c 

a~b,a~c 

where ~ is transitive and a >- b >- c. This set of clauses is unsatisfiable. The third 
clause implies that a ~ b or a ~ c is true. But by the first two clauses, if one of the two 
inequalities is true, so is the other. This contradicts the last clause. From the first two 
clauses we obtain c ~ c by chaining. From the last two clauses we obtain a 1:. c V a~ c by 
ordered resolution. This inference is redundant, as its conclusion is a tautology. Thus, 
by adding c ~ c the set is saturated up to redundancy, but does not contain the empty 
clause. 

The following inference rules restore refutational completeness and guarantee com
patibility with redundancy. 

Composition Resolution: 

C, u V v, u' U v' D, s S t 
Da, •(taTv'a), u'aUv'a 

where (i) S o T ~ U is in Co; (ii) a is the most general unifier of u, u' and s; (iii) 
the literal ua V va is strictly maximal with respect to C a V u' a U v' a; (iv) the literal 
sa S ta is strictly maximal with respect to Da; and ( v) va ';f ua, v' a ';f ua, ta t sa, 
u' a U v' a t ua V va and ua V va ';f sa $ ta. 

C , u V v, u' U v' D, s S t 
Da, -.(u'aTsa), u'aUv'a 

where (i) T o S ~ U is in Co; (ii) a is the most general unifier of v, v' and t; (iii) 
the literal ua V va is strictly maximal with respect to C a V u' a U v' a; ( iv) the literal 
sa S ta is strictly maximal with respect to Da; and ( v) ua ';f va, u' a ';f va, sa t ta , 
u' a U v' a t ua V va and ua V va ';f sa S ta. 

In the above example, the third clause resolves with itself by composition resolution 
yielding 

(5) b~c --+ a~c 

Now the refutation proceeds by: 

(6) b~c, c~b, a~c --+ [neg. chaining of (5) into (3)] 
(7) b~c, b~c, c~b, c~c --+ [ne g. chaining of ( 5) into ( 6)] 
(8) c~c --+ [resolution of (1) & (2) with (7)] 
(9) --+ c~c [chaining of (1) and (2)] 

(10) --+ [resolution of (8) with (9)] 
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Composition resolution represents the controlled application of resolution with the 
composition laws. For instance, consider the case of a transitive relation S. The clause 
Da V -,( ta S v' a) V sa S v' a is an instance of the conclusion of the resolution inference 

Da, saSta -,(xSy), -,(ySz), xSz 

Da, -,(taSz), saSz 

In other words, the conclusion of a composition resolution inference 1r is an instance of 
a resolvent between the second premise of 1r and a composition law in Co. The first 
premise of 1r (that is, the existence of a clause C, uS v, u' S v' with a = mgu(s, u, u') 
in the example) regulates which instances and xesolvents are needed. We shall later 
see that in the presence of additional logical properties (eg., symmetry or totality) this 
inference can be drastically simplified. 

The calculus of all these inference rules is denoted by Ct, or simply (>- or C. The 
soundness of the inferences can be checked easily. 

It is not difficult to construct admissible clause orderings for which c>- is monotone. 
Let >- be some total and well-founded ordering on ground terms. Suppose that we extend 
the complexity triples CL for ground literals L to quadrupels CL = (maxL,PL, sL, dL} 
where the additional component dL is 1 if the maximal term of L occurs twice in L, and 
0, otherwise. Then any total, well-founded ordering >- on literals compatible with CL 
and its multiset extension to clauses will do. 

Lemma 4 Let >- be of the above form. Then C is monotone. 

Proo£ The lemma follows by straightforward inspection of the various cases. Consider, 
for instance, a ground instance of (the first variant of) composition resolution. It has 
the form 

C, s V v, s U v' D, s S t 

D, -,(tTv'), sUv' 

where s V v is strictly maximal in C V sS v'; the literal sS t is strictly maximal in D; 
and s t v, s t v', s >- t, and (s St) t (s V v) >- (s U v'). From the new component dL 
in the literal ordering and as U is not symmetric we may infer that ( s S t) >- ( s U v') is 
impossible if s = v'. Hence s >- v' and therefore ( s V v) >- -,( t T v'). The conclusion is 
therefore smaller than the second premise. D 

4.4 Refutational Completeness 

Referring to the model construction of Section 3.3., we first state the main lemma. 

Lemma 5 Let N be a set of clauses that is saturated up to redundancy with respect 
to c>- and does not contain the empty clause. Furthermore, let I be the interpretation 
constructed from the ground instances of N according to >-. Then for every ground 
instance C of a clause in N we have: 

1. If C is productive then it is non-redundant. 
2. If D is a clause D' V A which produces A and if D j C then D' is false in JC. 
3. le as well as JC satisfy L. 
4. The clause C is true in JC. 
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Proof We use induction on >-. Let C be a ground instance of N such that (1)-(4) are 
satisfied for all smaller ground instances of N. 

(1) Let C beL-redundant in N. Then there exist ground instances C1, ... , Cn of N 
such that C logically follows from the Ci, that is, is true in every L-model of the Ci· 
Applying the induction hypothesis of (3) and (4) we infer that le is an L-model of the 
Ci. Therefore C is true in le and, hence, not productive. 

(2) SupposeD is a productive clause of the form D' V A with A>- D' and C ~D. 
We prove, by means of induction, that D' is false in JC', for any clause C ~ C' ~ D. As 
induction hypothesis we may assume that D' is false in fc,. (This is easily confirmed 
for the base case C' = D.) Suppose D' is true in the rewrite closure of RC'. Let s be 
the maximal term in D. If -,B is a negative literal in D' then B is true in fc, and hence 
true in JC'. If B is a positive literal in D' then B is false in fc,, and hence does not 
have a rewrite proof in Re'. If s does not occur in B then C' cannot produce an atom 
that would be applicable in a rewite proof of B, hence B is false in JC' . There are two 
remaining cases to be considered. One is that C' is of the form C" V sS t and produces 
s S t with s ~ t; and moreover A is an atom s V v and D' is of the form D" V s U v', such 
that s U v' can be proved by a rewrite proof consisting of s S t, followed by a rewrite 
proof for some tTv' in Re', with SoT ~ U. Hence s >- t. As both C' and Dare 
productive, by (1) they are not redundant. Since N is saturated up to redundancy, the 
clause 6 = C" V -,( t T v') V s U v' that is obtained by composition resolution from D 
and C' follows from A and from instances of N which are smaller than C'. A, as well 
as, by induction hypothesis for (4), the Ci, are true in fc,, and we may infer that 6 is 
true in fc,. Also, since C' is productive, C" is false in le'. Therefore, s U v' must be 
true in I C'. This contradicts our assumption that D' is false in I C'. The other, similar 
case that C' is of the form C" Vs Stand produces s St with t >- s, corresponds to the 
other version of composition resolution. Details are left to the reader. 

(3) By Proposition 4 we have to show that both Re and Re are complete. By the 
induction hypothesis, peaks and plateaus that involve only Re converge. The assertion 
for JC is thus trivially true if Ec is empty, or if Ec = { t T v} where v >- t and T is not 
symmetric. Suppose C = C' V v T t (modulo the potential symmetry of T) produces 
vTt with v >- t. By the definition of Ec, the clause C' is false in le. If there is another 
clause D = D' V uS v with C >- D that produces uS v with v >- u, and SoT ~ U, 
then u -{::=s v =*T t is a peak in le. (If v = u and S = U then u ~s v =*T t is a 
plateau in JC.) Since C >- D we may apply (2) to conclude that D' is also false in le . 
Furthermore, C and Dare by (1) non-redundant and produce C" = C' VD' Vu Ut by 
ordered chaining. Since N is saturated up to redundancy, the clause C" must logically 
follow from uS v and from clauses strictly smaller than C. That is, C" must be true 
in le, but C' V D' is false in le. Therefore uUt is true in le, hence u.JJ..Yc t, which 
establishes the required commutation property. If C = C' V v T v produces v T v then 
there might be a plateau in JC due to the existence of a clause D -< C producing an 
atom uS v [or vS u], with v >- u. That u U v [vU u] is true in le is proved in a similar 
way. 

(4) We already know that all ground instances of N that are smaller than Care true 
in le and that le is a model L. If C is redundant , then it has to be true in le and in 
hence in JC. If C is productive, it is by construction true in the rewrite closure of Re. 
Let C be a non-redundant, non-productive clause. 

(4.1) First suppose the maximal literal in C is negative and C can be written as 
C' V -,A, with a maximal atom A that is true in le. 
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If A is produced by some (smaller) clause D = D' V A, then the resolvent C" = 
D' V C' of C and D is smaller than C (since -,A >- D'). Since N is saturated up to 
redundancy, C" must follow from clauses smaller than C, all of which are true in le. 
Therefore C" must be true in le. By (2), D' is false in le. Therefore C', and also C , is 
true in le. 

If A is a binary atom u U v with a rewrite proof u .jJ. ~c v of length ? 2, then there 
exists a suitable productive clause D' V uS v' (where tl .jJ. ~c v) or D' V u' T v (where 
u .l).~ u') and SoT ~ U. By negative chaining we get either C' V D' V --,(v' Tv) or 
C' V D' V --,(uS u'). In either case we may use saturation up to redundancy to infer 
that C' , and hence C , is true in le. 

( 4.2) If C is of the form C' V A V A, with multiple occurrences of the maximal literal 
A, then the smaller clause C' V A is obtained from C by ordered factoring. Using the 
induction hypothesis and saturation up to redundancy, we may infer that C' V A and 
C must be true in le. 

Cases (4.1) and (4.2) cover all the possibilities for a non-redundant clause C to be 
non-productive. In each case we have shown C to be true in le, which completes this 
case. D 

As an immediate corollary of the above lemma we obtain the following completeness 
theorem. 

Theorem 2 If a set of clauses N is saturated up to redundancy with respect to CL, then 
the set N U L is unsatisfiable if and only if it contains the empty clause. 

5 Partial Congruences 

5.1 Replacement Axioms 

In this section we look at replacement axioms of the form 

X s y , P[~] -+ P[y] 

which express that whenever x S y then P remains true if we replace the indicated 
occurrence of x in .P by y. For example, ifS is equality then this law is valid for arbitrary 
formulas P and occurrences x. Our intention is to represent this operational meaning in 
a chaining calculus in which chaining through subterms such as x in P[x] is performed 
in the presence of binary atoms such as x S y. The main problem with subterm chaining 
is that in general we cannot avoid chainfng below variables. For example, if we have the 
axioms 

X < y, y + Z < U -+ X + Z < U 

X < y , Z + y < U -+ Z +X < U 

expressing the monotonicity of an operation + in both arguments with respect to <, 
then, given inequations 3 < 5 and x+y < y+17, we would have to infer that x+(u+3) < 
( u + 5) + 17 where this inequation is obtained by chaining with 3 < 5 below the variable 
y in the second inequation, instantiating it by u + 5. This problem is discussed in more 
detail in Section 5. 7. Chaining below variables is unfeasable in practice, and nothing is 
gained compared to a strategy by which monotonicity axioms are treated unspecifically 
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just like any other clause. We will develop subterm chaining only for a class of binary 
relations for which variable overlaps are generally redundant. These relations will have 
to be symmetric, in particular. Orderings are not symmetric and hence the results of 
this paper will not allow to treat monotonicity laws for orderings by subterm chaining. 

The relations that we will be able to handle are partial congruences. These are partial 
equivalences which in addition allow the replacement of equals by equals in arbitrary 
contexts. A partial equivalence =is a binary relation which is symmetric, transitive and 
satisfies =oS~ SandS o = ~ S , for any other binary relationS. A partial equivalence 
need not be reflexive. Reflexivity properties may, for instance, be inferred through the 
implication 

xrvy-*xrv x 

which is a consequence of transitivity and symmetry. We call a term defined with respect 
to rv if t rv t can be derived, and the set of all defined ground terms is called the domain 
of the partial equivalence. 

A partial congruence rv is a symmetric relation satisfying the replacement axiom 

X rv y , A[x] --* A[y] 

for any atom A and any occurrence of x in A. Partial congruences are special cases of 
partial equivalences. A partial congruence need not satisfy any of the monotonicity laws 

X rv Y--* f( .. · X ... )""' f( .. · Y .. . ). 

Monotonicity (together with symmetry and transitivity) implies replacement, but not 
vice versa. 

Partial congruences are useful for axiomatizing partial functions. They occur in 
Scott's logic of partial equality (Scott 1979) and also in type theory where t ~T t in a 
type T can be proven only if t is provably a member ofT. 

Example. A specification of natural numbers with a partial predecessor function might 
for instance be given as follows: 

nat(x ) f-7 xrv x 

--* nat(O) 

nat(x ) f-7 nat(s(x)) 

0 rv s(x) --* 
nat(x ) --* p(s(x)) rv X 

nat(p(x )) --* s(p(x)) rv X 

The undefinedness of p(O) is represented by the fact that -mat(p(O)) can be derived as 
a theorem. D 

An example of a partial congruence for which the replacement axioms can be represented 
finitely (for finite signatures) is equality for strict partial functions: 

Example. 

j(x1, ... , Xn) rv j(XI , . . . , Xn) --* Xi rv Xi, for any j and position i 

Xi rv Yi, f( . . . Xi ... ) rv z --* f( ... Yi . . . ) rv z, for any f and i 
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It is easy to see that these axioms in fact imply the replacement axioms. The third 
axiom (scheme) specifies strictness of all functions. 0 

Congruences ~ are partial congruences which are reflexive. The replacement laws 
are then equivalent to the monotonicity laws 

x ~ y-+ f( ... x .. . ) ~ f( ... y .. . ), for any function f. 

together with reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity. Hence, if the signature is fin,ite 
we again have a finite representation of the replacement laws. Note, however, that for 
the subsequent exposition of chaining finiteness of the representation of the replacement 
axioms is inessential. 

Example. The clauses 

x <y,y<z -+ x<z 

x~x 

x ~y -+ y~x 

x~y , y~ z -+ x ~ z 

x~y -+ f( ... x ... ) ~ f( .. . y .. . ), for any function f. 
x~y,y~ z -+ x ~ z 

x~y , y<z -+ x< z 

x<y,y~z -+ x<z 

x~y , y~z -+ x~z 

x~y , y~ z -+ x~ z 

x <y,y~ z -+ x< z 

x ~y , y< z -+ x< z 

x<x -+ 

express the basic properties of equality and of and a strict and a non-strict inequal
ity. The subterm chaining calculus to be presented below will be able to handle them 
implicitly. No explicit inferences from these axioms will be needed for refutational com
pleteness. 0 

In a single-sorted framework any two partial congruences must be identical on the 
intersection of their domains. To simplify the technical presentation we will therefore 
assume that we have just one partial congruence "' in addition to equality ~. ~ is in 
particular the reflexive closure of "'. We write = to denote "' or ~ and call atoms of 
the forms= t equalites. We also write s ~ t for negative equalities -. s = t. We assume 
that the composition laws =oS ~ S and So= ~ S, for any S, are contained in Co, 
and that Co does not contain any other composition laws involving "' and ~. We also 
assume that the symmetry laws for "' and ~ are in Sy. By L we again denote the set of 
all laws that we intend to built into the inference system, that is, the union of Co and 
Sy, together with the replacement axioms for "' and ~ and the reflexivity axiom for~. 

We extend our previous notion of a proof from Section 4.1. Let I be a set of ground 
atoms. Remember that symmetry is built into the notation. A proof in I is now a 
sequence of the form 

u = uo S 0
lpo U! S 11Pl U2 ... Un-1 sn-llPn-1 Un =V 
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where n ~ 0, and for each 0 ~ i < n there exists viSiVi+I in I such that uilp; = vi, 
Ui+l = ui[vi+I]p; and Pi is the root in Ui if Si is different from !"V and ~. For each i, Pi 
denotes the term position at which the atom from I that is used in the i-th proof step 
is applied. Subsequently we will omit positions from the notation for proofs whenever 
they are irrelevant. The proof is said to prove u ~ v if n = 0 (and u = v) or else if n > 0 
and each si is either !"V or ~. The proof additionally proves us V if S 1 

0 S 2 
0 .•. 0 sn ~ s 

follows from Co and if there exists at least one 0 ~ i < n such that Pi is the root position 
in Ui and Si is different from ~. For example if a !"V band f(a) ~ f(c) are in I then 
f(c) ~ f(a) !"V f(b) is a proof of f(c) ~ f(b) but it is not a proof of f(c) !"V f(b). On the 
other hand, if a~ band f(a) !"V f(c) are in I then f(c) !"V f(a) ~ f(b) is a proof of both 
f(c) !"V f(b) and f(c) ~ f(b). 

Proposition 5 Let I be a set of ground atoms and let u and v be ground terms. Then 
uS v follows from I and L if and only if there exists a proof of uS v in I. 

The characteristic properties of a rewrite proof (relative to a given well-founded 
ordering >- which is total on ground terms) are as before. More precisely, a proof of the 
above form is a rewrite proof if n = 0, or else if n = 1, U = V and S 1 = !"V' or else if 
n ~ 1 and 

U = Uo >- . , . >- Uk :::5 Uk+l -< ... -< Un = V. 

Additionally we require for a rewrite proof that Sk be different from = if n > 0 and 
Uk = uk+l· then Skis different from=· The rewrite closure of I consists of I and the set 
of all atoms uS v that have a rewrite proof in I. For an S-step in a rewrite proof over I 
we shall again use the notations s =*Y t, s ~1 t, or s #y t, depending on whether s >- t, 
s -< t or s = t, respectively. More refined notations such as u[s]p =*T u[t]p are used for 
denoting equality steps whenever the rewrite position needs to be explicitly indicated. 

As before, a proof u ~f s =*Y t of uT t is called a peak, and a proof u ~f t #y t 
or u #f u =*Y t of uT t is called a plateau in I. The peak or plateau is said to be 
convergent, if there exists a rewrite proof of uT t in I. I is said to be complete if all 
peaks and plateaus in I converge. 

Proposition 6 Then following three properties are equivalent: 
(i) I is complete. 
(ii) Any ground atom which follows from I and L has a rewrite proof in I. 
(iii) The rewrite closure of I satisfies L. 

For obtaining a workable inference system of ordered subterm chaining, we have to 
place additional restrictions on the term ordering. The ordering has to be stable under 
contexts, i.e., should be a rewrite relation. A rewrite relation is a binary relation >
on terms such that s >- t implies u[sa] >- u[ta], for all terms u and substitutions a. A 
reduction ordering is a well-founded rewrite relation. From now on >-will always denote 
a complete reduction ordering, i.e., a reduction ordering that is total on ground terms. 

A peak u[s]p ~R u[t]p = u[s']q =*s u[t']q is called critical if p or q is the root position. 
A plateau u[s]p #R u[s]p = u[s']q =*s u[t']q or u[s]q ~R u[t]q = u[s']p # 8 u[s']p is called 
a critial if p is the root position and if R is different from ~. 

Proposition 7 I is complete if and only if all critical peaks and plateaus commute. 
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5.2 The Many-Sorted Case 

Throughout this paper we assume a single-sorted framework with at most one partial 
congruence (in addition to equality). The extension the case of many-sorted signatures 
and arbitrary families of partial congruences is a simple exercise that we leave to the 
reader. In practice a many-sorted framework is desirable. In that context one may 
want to have a (partial) congruence on each sort. The following example in particular 
justifies a posteriori why we can safely restrict ourselves to consider binary relations only. 
Non-binary atoms can be easily modelled in a two-sorted signature with sorts prop for 
(atomic) propositions for predicate symbols that are no special binary relations, and 
a sort o for objects. Function symbols are of type on -+ o and non-special predicate 
symbols are of type on -+ prop. ~ denotes equality on o and t-t denotes equality on 
prop. In the following clauses, x, y and z range over o, whereas p, q, r range over prop. 

x~x 

x~y -+ y~x 

x~y,y~z -+ x~z 

x~y -+ F( .. . x ... ) ~ F( ... y ... ), for any function F 

x~y -+ P( .. . X ••. ) f-tP( . .. y .. . ), for any predicate P 

pt-tp 

pt-tq -+ qt-tp 

p f-t q ' q f-t 1' -+ pt-tr 

With these axioms in L a user may actually write clauses in which equivalences between 
propositions occur on literal position in clauses. An example of such an "extended" 
clause would be 

P(x) t-t Q(s(x))-+ P(p(x)) t-t Q(x). 

In general, ordered chaining for t-t-atoms is ordered rewriting with equivalences. Ori
entable equivalences can be used for simplification of atoms by reduction in the same 
way as one uses orientable equations for the simplification of terms. A (minimal) con
stant T : prop can be introduced to express truth of an atom P(t1, ... , tn) by writing 
an equivalence P(t1, ... , tn) t-t T. Negative ordered chaining between to equivalences 
P t-t T corresponds to ordered resolution while positive chaining yields tautologies of 
the form C V (T t-t T) which are redundant. 

5.3 The Subterm Chaining Caleulus 

Let >- be a complete reduction ordering on terms. Once more we refine . the complex
ity measure C£ for literals L, so as to accomodate for partial equivalences and con
gruences. If L is a ground literal A or •A, with A an atom of the form uS v, then 
C£ = (maxL,PL, sL) , where (i) PL is 1, if L is negative, and 0 otherwise; (ii) maxL is 
the maximal term of u and v ; S£ is 0, ifS is "' or ~ ; otherwise, ifS is different from 
"' and ~, then S£ is 2, if u ~ v and S is not symmetric, and S£ is 1, otherwise. We 
observe that =-literals are made less complex than other literals with the same maximal 
term. That will have the effect that equalities are defined at an earlier stage in the 
model construction. An admissible ordering on ground clauses is the multiset extension 
of an admissible ordering on literals (based .on the refined complexity measure) , and the 
extensions to non-ground expressions is as above. 
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Ordered Subterm Chaining: 

C, uS s D, t [ s']pTv 
Co-, Do-, t[u]po- U vo-

where ( i) o- is the most general unifier of s and s'; ( ii) if p is the root in t then S o T ~ U 
is in Co, and if p is not the root in t then S is = and U = T; (iii) uo- S so- is strictly 
maximal with respect to Go-; (iv) to-T vo- is strictly maximal with respect to Do-; ( v) 
uo- ';f so-, and uo- ::F SO" if U =Tor S = =; (vi) vo- ';f to-, and to- ::F vo- if U =Sand pis 
the root position; and (vii) ifS is =, then s' is not a variable. 

Negative Subterm Chaining: 

G, tTv D, -.(u[t']p Ss) 
Co-, Do-, -.(u[v]po- U so-) 

where (i) o- is the most general unifier oft and t'; (ii) if pis the root in u, then To U ~ S 
is in L, and if pis not the root in u, then U =Sand T is=; (iii) -.(uo- S so-) is maximal 
with respect to Do-; (iv) to-Tvo- is strictly maximal with respect to Go-; (v) vo- ~to

and so- ~ uo-; and (vi) if T is = then t' is not a variable; 

and 
G, tTv D, -.(uSs[v']p) 
Co-, Do-, -.(uo- U s[t]po-) 

where ( i) o- is the most general unifier of v and v'; ( ii) if p is the root in s, then U o T ~ S 
is in L, and if pis not the root ins, then U =Sand T is=; (iii) -.(uo- S so-) is maximal 
with respect to Do-; ( iv) to-T vo- is strictly maximal with respect to Go-; ( v) uo- ';f so
and to- ~ vo-; and (vi) if T is = then v' is not a variable. 

Ordered Resolution: 
C, u' Sv D, -.-.(uSv) 

Go-, Do-

where (i) o- is the most general unifier of u, u', v and v'; (ii) uo- Svo- is strictly maximal 
with respect to Go-; and is maximal with respect to Do-; and (iii) S is different from=· 

Reflexivity Resolution: 
G,u>f,v 

Go-

where (i) o- is the most general unifier of u and v, and (ii) uo- >f. vo- is maximal with 
respect to C o-. 

Ordered Factoring: 
G,A,B 
Co-,Ao-

where (i) o- is the most general unifier of A and B; and (ii) Ao- is maximal with respect 
to Co-. 
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Composition Resolution: This inference is the same as above, except that it is not 
required when U is:=: 

C, u V v, u' U v' D, s S t 
Dcr, -.(tcrTv'cr), u'crUv'cr 

where (i) SoT ~ U is in Co and U is not :=; (ii) er is the most general unifier of u, u' 
and s; (iii) the literal ucrVvcr is strictly maximal with respect to Ccr V u'crUv'cr; (iv) 
the literal scr S tcr is strictly maximal with respect to Dcr; and ( v) vcr ';f ucr, v' er ';f ucr, 
tcr ~ SCT, U

1 
CT U V 1 

CT ~ UCT V VCT and UCT V VCT ';f SCT S tcr. 

C, u V v, u' U v' D, s S t 
Dcr, -.(u'cr T scr), u'cr U v'cr 

where (i) To S ~ U is in Co and U is not :=; (ii) er is the most general unifier of v, v' 
and t; (iii) the literal ucr V vcr is strictly maximal with respect to Ccr V u' er U v' er; (iv) 
the literal scr S tcr is strictly maximal with respect to Dcr; and ( v) ucr ';f vcr, u' er ';f vcr, 
SCT ~ tcr, u1 CT U V 1 

CT ~ UCT V VCT and UCT V VCT ';f SCT S tcr. 

Note that if U is different from= neither V nor Scan be = if the ordering restrictions 
are satisfied. That is, we do not require composition resolution for partial congruences. 
The latter are dealt with by a specialized form of composition resolution, called equality 
factoring. 

Equality Factoring: 

Ccr, vcr ~3 v'cr, ucr =2 v'cr 

where (i) er is the most general unifier of u and u'; (ii) either =2 = ::3 = ::::::: or else =2 
is "' and exactly one of the =1 and ::3 is "'; (iii) vcr ~ ucr, v' er ~ ucr, and v' er ~ vcr; and 
(iv) ucr = vcr is strictly maximal with respect to Ccr V u'cr = v'cr. 

Equality factoring corresponds to composition resolution of a (suitable) clause with 
itself. 

The subterm chaining calculus will be denoted by s>-, or simply S. 

Remarks. Let us point out the major differences between C and S which are mainly 
in the treatment of negative literals. A common case of negative chaining is 

C,tSv D,-.(uSs) 

Ccr, Dcr, vcr *' scr 

with er = mgu(t, u), as ::::::: oS ~ S for any relation S. If vcr and S(i are unifiable (by r), 
then from the latter we may infer C err V I;Jcrr by reflexivity resolution. While in the 
system C the last step of a rewrite proof for a negative literal is always built by a step of 
ordered resolution, in S it is usually a trivial proof of equality. Ordered resolution now 
only needs to take care of inequations of the form t S t with S different from ::. Non
trivial proofs of equality are obtained by applying facts about congruences in negative 
subterm chaining inferences of the form 

C, a = b D, w[b'] *' c 
Cp, Dp, w[a]p *' cp · 
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Consider, for instance, the two clauses 

-+ a"'b 

f(a) ~ f(b) -+ 

with a >- b. The refutation of this example proceeds as follows: 

f(b) ~ f(b) -+ 

with a step of negative chaining of the first clause into the second clause, followed by an 
application of equality resolution. Note that f(b) f f(b) cannot be inferred by negative 
chaining into the second clause. 

More Restrictions. The inference system can be further optimized by adding more 
restrictions to the inference rules. Certain ground inferences appear as instances of 
more than one type of non-ground inference, and one may want to avoid that they are 
computed more than once. Moreover, chaining inferences of the form 

C,s"-'U D,s~v 

C , D ,u ~v 

which are a consequence of"'"' o ~ ~ ~ are redundant given the fact that in this case 

C,S"-'U D,s~v 

C,D,U"-'V 

is another instance of ordered chaining from the same premises, and "'"' ~ ~ holds for 
any partial equivalence "'"'· A dual situation arises in negative chaining. 

Monotonicity of Inferences. A clause ordering for which s>- is monotone can be 
constructed as for C, cf. Section 4.3 , by adding a component dL to the complexity 
measure for literals L that is 1 if the maximal term of L occurs twice in L , and 0, 
otherwise. 

5.4 Lifting 

Chaining into or below variables is not needed for equality: 

Lemma 6 Let 
C, s := t D[s]p 

C , D[t]p 
be a ground inference by ordered or negative subterm chaining. Moreover let D be the 
ground instance D' r7 of a Clause D' in N such that p is a position at or below a variable 
in D'. Then the inference is L-redundant in N. 

Proof. For the inference to be ordered we have s >- t. Suppose D' = D'[x]q with x a 
variable and q a position in D' such that p = q.q'. Suppose that xr7 = s'[s]q'' and let 
t' = s'[t]q'. Define T to be a substitution identical to r7 except that x is mapped to t'. 
Then D" = D'T is a ground instance of N for which D >- D". D" and s = t, together 
with the laws for (partial) congruences, imply D[t] and, hence, CV D[t]. (In fact this is 
the case as partial congruences are symmetric and allow replacement of equals by equals 
in any context in which x may occur in D'.) Therefore the inference is L-redundant in 
N. D 
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For sake of simplicity the lemma does not explicitly refer to those cases of variable 
chaining with an equality s "'tin which, in addition to the term replacement, a negative 
""'" in the second premise becomes a "::::::" or a positive "::::::", respectively, becomes a 
""'" in the conclusion. Theses inferences are also redundant. The proof is similar and 
left to the reader. 

A consequence of this lemma is that any non-redundant inference from ground in
stances of N can be obtained as ground instance of an inference from premises in N. In 
other words, a~y non-redundant ground inference can be lifted: 

Theorem 3 Let N be a set of clauses that is saturated up to redundancy with respect 
to S. Then the set of ground instances of N is also saturated up to redundancy with 
respect to S. 

5.5 Refutational Completeness 

With these preliminaries we apply our model construction once more to obtain the 
following main lemma: 

Lemma 7 Let N be a set of clauses that is saturated up to L-redundancy with respect 
to S and does not contain the empty clause, and let I be the interpretation constructed 
from all ground instances of N. Then for every ground instance C of a clause in N we 
have: 

1. If C is productive then it is not L-redundant in N. 
2. If C is a clause C' V uSv (or C' V vSu) that produces uSv (or vSu) with 

u t v, and D -< C is a clause D' V s = t producing s = t with s >- t then s is 
different from any subterm of u. 

3. If D is a clause D' V A which produces A and if D ::5 C then D' is false in le. 
4. le satisfies L. 
5. C is true in le . 

Proof. We use induction on >-. By Theorem 3 we may assume that the set of ground 
instances of N is saturated up to redundancy. Let C be a ground clause in N, such that 
(1)-(5) are satisfied for all smaller clauses in N. 

(1) Let C be L-redundant in N. Then there exist ground instances C1 , ... , Cn of N 
such that C logically follows from the Ci, that is, is true in every L-model of the Ci. 
Applying the induction hypothesis of (4) and (5) we infer that le is an L-model of the 
Ci. Therefore C is true in le and, hence, not productive. 

(2) Suppose that C = C' V uS v produces uS v with u t v, and D -< C is a clause 
D' V s = t producing the equation s = t with s >- t. Suppose that u = u[s]. The 
clause C" = D' V C' V u[t] S' v (with either S' = S or else S' = "', in case = is "' and 
S is ::::::) can be obtained by ordered chaining from C and D. By (1) neither C nor D 
are redundant. The set of ground instances of N is saturated, hence D' V C' V u[t] S' v 
logically follows from s = t and from instances of N strictly smaller than C. By induction 
hypothesis (5) the latter are true in le, hence C" is true in le. By induction hypothesis 
for (3), D' is false in le. C' is also false in le, therefore, u[t] S' v must be true in le. 
This implies that uS v is true in le, hence C cannot be productive. 

(3) SupposeD is a productive clause of the form D' V A with A>- D' and C t D. 
We prove, by means of induction, that D' is false in le', for any clause C t C' t D. As 
induction hypothesis we may assume that D' is false in le'· (This is easily confirmed 
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for the base case C' = D .) Suppose D' is true in the rewrite closure of RC'. There are 
essentially two cases. One is that C' is of the form C" V s = t and produces an equation 
s = t with s t t; and moreover A is of the forms V v and D' is of the form D" Vs U v' 
[or v' Us], such that s U v' [v' Us] can be proved by a rewrite proof composed by a step 
of s = t, and a rewrite proof for some tTv' [or v'Tt] in Re'· Hence s ~ t, which 
implies that s ~ v' and that T, U, and V are ,...., or'~. (Otherwise C' t D would be 
impossible.) Then A has to be of the forms=' u with s ~ u. By (2) we may infer that 
C' = D hence t = u, ==='and if U =,....,then Tor V must be"'· Consider the clause 
C" = D" V --,(uT v') V s U v' which can be obtained by equality factoring from D. As 
N is saturated up to redundancy and D is non-redundant, C" follows from instances of 
N strictly smaller than D, hence C" must be true in ID. D" and --,(uTv') are, however, 
false in ID, hence s U v' is true in ID so that D cannot be productive. 

The other case in which C' produces an inequation sS t is proved by applying com
position resolution as in the proof of the corresponding statement (2) in Lemma 7. In 
that case, s S t cannot participate in a rewrite proof for an equation s U v' in D', hence 
composition resolution can be r.estriced to inequations as stated. Details are left to the 
reader. 

(4) and (5) are proved similar to the corresponding statements in Lemma 7. D 

As an immediate corollary of the above lemma we obtain the following completeness 
theorem. 

Theorem 4 If a set of clauses N is saturated up to redundancy with respect to SL, then 
the set N U L is unsatisfiable if and only if it contains the empty clause. 

5.6 Superposition 

When restricted to equality ~ as the only binary relation, the subterm chaining calculus 
specializes to the superposition calculus which is a restricted form of paramodulation. 
Ordered subterm chaining combines superposition with similar chaining inferences for 
other binary relations. Paramodulation was introduced by Robinson and Wos (1969), 
but all early completeness proofs assumed the presence of "functional-reflexive axioms" 
and required paramodulation into variables (i.e., chaining into variables). Brand (1975) 
was the first to prove that the functional-reflexive axioms are not needed, and his proof 
requires only a very limited form of paramodulation into a variable. The first proof 
that paramodulation into a variable is not needed at all was given by Peterson (1983), 
while Hsiang and Rusinowitch (1991) were the first to explicitly put some ordering re
strictions on paramodulation. The more restrictive superposition calculus described in 
(Zhang and Kapur 1988, Zhang 1988) turned out to be incomplete; for a counterex
ample see Bachmair and Ganzinger (1990). The superposition calculus with equality 
factoring was introduced by Bachmair and Ganzinger (1990). There are also alterna
tives to equality factoring: Rusinowitch (1991) weakens some ordering constraints, while 
merging paramodulation is proposed in (Bachmair and Ganzinger 1990), see also (Pais 
and Peterson 1991). More recently new paramodulation and superposition calculi have 
been proposed by Bachmair, Ganzinger, Lynch and Snyder (1995b) and by Nieuwenhuis 
and Rubio (1992). Superposition has also been extended to support associativity and 
commutativity of functions symbols by Bachmair and Ganzinger (1995a), Nieuwenhuis 
and Rubio (1994), and Vigneron (1994). 
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5. 7 Monotonicity and Anti-Monotonicity 

The completeness results for the subterm chaining calculus are based on an application 
of standard rewriting techniques for treating replacement axioms in an ordered fashion. 
They apply to partial congruences. In practice, however, one often encounters theories 
with non-symmetric relations that satisfy monotonicity properties. For example, to 
define ordered ring structures we need axioms such as 

x <y -t x + z <y+ z 

x < y -t -y < - x 

that express monotonicity and anti-monotonicity, respectively, of certain functions with 
the (non-symmetric) ordering relation. Naturally, (subterm) chaining methods for gen
eral clauses (Manna and Waldinger 1986, Manna and Waldinger 1992) and completion
like procedures for unit clauses (Levy and Agusti 1993) have been proposed for such 
relations, but for completeness chaining into some of the variables of the functional
reflexive axioms (cf. the "variable instance pairs" in Bachmair, Dershowitz and Hsiang 
1986) is required, which is impractical in general. 

For example, given two inequalities x < x * x and a < b, and a syntactic ordering 
in which a >- b and x * x >- x, we need the "variable subterm chaining" (or "variable 
overlap") a < a* a < a* b to derive a < a* b. 9 If < were symmetric, we would also have 
a rewrite proof 

for a < a* b, and the chaining would be unnecessary. This example, which is typical 
of the problems variable overlaps may cause for completion procedures, depends on the 
syntactic ordering >- and on the non-linearity of the variable x. 

In the case of non-unit clauses, proper handling of negative literals poses further 
difficulties. Take the set of two clauses 

-t a<b 

f(x) < f(f(y)) -t 

(and the monotonicity axiom x < y -t f(x) < f(y)). This set of clauses is unsatisfiable: 
from the first clause and the monotonicity axiom we get J(J(a)) < J(J(b)), which 
contradicts the second clause. However, we cannot get a contradict ion from the first two 
clauses by chaining even at variable subterms (regardless of how the ordering is defined). 
In this example we can get a contradiction by an inference that combines chaining into 
a variable with a subsequent unification of terms. Thus, we get f(x) < J(J(a)) by 
chaining, and the empty clause, because f( x ) and f(J(a)) are unifiable. This is a limited 
form of resolution, which may be called context resolution, in which a context is put 
around one of the literals before the actual resolution takes place. In the example above, 
the context is determined by the chaining and the subsequent unification. Unfortunately, 
in the presence of non-linear variables, the context may have to be guessed. Take 
the clauses a < b and J(g(b) , x , x) f:. J(y , y, g(a)). Assuming suitable monotonicity 
axioms, the first clause implies f(g(b) ,g(a) ,g(a)) < f(g(b) ,g(b) ,g(a)) , which indicates 
the appropriate context for a < b, so that resolution with the second clauses yields a 
contradiction. 

9 At this point the reader should not be confusing the ordering < on the object level with the term 
orderings >- on the meta-level that is used to restrict the search space for theorems about <. 
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It appears as if the problem cannot be solved satisfactorily in general. Monotonicity 
axioms cannot be implemented by subterm chaining without avoiding chaining below 
variables. The alternative which we can propose on the basis of our results is to make 
monotonicity axioms for general transitive relations subject to standard ordered (head) 
chaining, but at the same time apply a more refined analysis of redundancy to especially 
prolific kinds of inferences. For instance, ordered chaining inferences in B of the form 

x < Y-+ f(x) < f(y) Y < z-+ f(y) < f(z) 
x<y, y<z-+ f(x) <f(z) 

with < transitive, are redundant in any N that contains x < y -+ f(x) < f(y). For 
the inference to be ordered, one must have y >- x and y >- z. To show redundancy 
we have to find a proof of the conclusion that uses only instances of N which are 
smaller than the maximal premise y < z -+ f (y) < f ( z). In addition the proof may use 
arbitrary instances of the transitivity axiom for <. Clearly, x < y 1\ y < z implies x < z by 
transitivity and any instance of x < z -+ f(x) < f(z) is smaller than the corresponding 
instance of y < z-+ f(y) < f(z) whenever y >- x.l0 

In the future one should develop special versions of subterm chaining for particular 
algebraic structures such as ordered groups and fields or lattices. The presence of ad
ditional algebraic structure seems to simpifiy the problem considerably. On the other 
hand the technical treatment gets much more involved. The present treatment has to be 
generalized to rewriting modulo AC, and specific forms of simplification that are afforded 
by the algebraic structure have to be integrated. A detailed analysis of redundancy is 
required for inferences between theory clauses and "user clauses". A specialized version 
of AC-superposition for commutative rings, but without orderings, has been described 
by Bachmair, Ganzinger and Stuber (1995a). 

6 Total Orderings 

In this section we shall refine the subterm chaining calculus S in the presence of total 
orderings. We assume that L specifies < as a transitive relation. Atoms of the form 
s < t are called inequalities. Negative inequalities •(s < t) will also be written as s f:. t. 
We assume that < is intended to denote a total ordering, that is, consider saturation of 
sets N of clauses which contain the irreflexivity axiom 

xf:.x 

subsequently also denoted by lr, and the totality axiom 

x<y V y<x V X';:::Jy, 

subsequently also denoted by T x,y or, in short, by T. We will show that saturation can 
be organized such that no explicit inferences with totality are required and such that 
inferences with clauses in which the maximal term occurs more than once, in particular 
composition resolution inferences with inequations, can be drastically simplified. Fi
nally we will again address the problem of variable chaining and present simplification 
techniques that eliminate the need for many, if not all, variable chainings. 

10This reasoning requires compatibilty of >- with contexts. Hence even if one does not implement 
monotonicity axioms by subterm chaining, >-should be a reduction ordering so as to allow for redundancy 
arguments of the indicated kind. 
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In order to not complicate the presentation technically we assume that we have just 
one total ordering < and that < engages in no composition laws other than transitivity 
of < and compatibility with congruences. We assume moreover that ""' and equality ~ 
are the same and the only congruence relation. 

6.1 Treating Irreflexivity 

It is useful to treat the irrefl.exivity of < explicitly by an inference we call irrefl.exivity 
resolution: 

Irreflexivity Resolution: 
C, u<v 

Ca 

where (i) a is the most general unifier of u and v; and (ii) ua < va is strictly maximal 
with respect to Ca. 

In the presence of irrefl.exivity resolution negative chaining into x f:. x is redundant: 

Proposition 8 Let N be such that all inferences by irreftexivity resolution from N are 
redundant in N. Then any inference by negative chaining into the irrefiexivity clase 
x f. x is redundant inN U lr. 

Proof Suppose that 
C,s<t sf:.s 

C,tf:.s 

is a ground inference by negative chaining into the irrefl.exivity clause such that s >- t. 
Let N' denote the instances of NU lr smaller than s f:. s. We have to prove that CV t f. s 
is implied by s < t, L and N'. Suppose that C is false and t < s is true in some model J 
of L, s < t, and N'. Then t < t is true in J. Butt f:. t is inN' which is a contradiction. 
Hence s f. t is true in J. The other type of inference by negative chaining into the 
irrefl.exivity clause has the form 

C,s<t sf:.s 

c, t -;j; s 

where s ~ t. Ifs >- t, its redundancy is proved in a similar way. For s = t we may 
obtain C by irrefl.exivity resolution, and this inference was assumed to be redundant. 0 

6.2 TI-eating Totality 

At first we show that chaining inferences with totality are not needed. 

Proposition 9 Any chaining inference from NUT x,y of the form 

is redundant inN UT x,y· 

C,s<t x<y,y<x,x~y 

C, s<y, y<t, t~y 
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Proof. We have to show that any ground instance of the conclusion C' = C , s < y , 
y < t, t ~ y follows from s < t and from instances in NUT x,y strictly smaller than Tt ,y, 
assuming the axioms in L to be satisfied. From the ordering restrictions of the inference 
we infer that t >- s and t >- y for the ground instance under investigation. Suppose that 
C is false. We perform a case analysis on s < y, hence apply Ts,y which is smaller than 
Tt,y· Ifs< y is true then C' is true. If y < s or y ~ s is true, by transitivity of< and by 
compatibility with ~, y < t is true, hence C' is true, also in this case. This completes 
the redundancy proof. 0 

Chaining inferences of the form 

C,s~t x<y,y<x,x~y 

C, s<y, y<t, t~y 

into a variable x are excluded anyway in S. Hence if the only composition laws in which 
< is involved are transitivity and compatibility with ~, no chaining inferences which 
involve totality are needed. 

Lemma 8 For any set of clauses N , all inferences from NUT by ordered subterm chain
ing, ordered factoring and irrefiexivity resolution in which at least one of the premises 
is T are redundant in N U T. 

Proof. The chaining cases have been considered above. For the other inferences an easy 
inspection reveals that from T they produce tautologies. 0 

Next we look at negative chaining into inequations. These can be avoided by trans
forming clauses of the form C V s f:. t into C V t < s V t ~ s which, in the presence of 
totality, is logically equivalent. 

Proposition 10 C V s f:. t is not an instance of the irrefiexivity clause then it is redun
dant inN U lr U {CV t < s V t ~ s }. 

Proof. For the proof we may assume that C V s f:. t is ground, and otherwise apply the 
proof to all ground instances of CV s f:. t. Ifs = t then C is not the empty clause and 
hence is properly subsumed by the irreflexivity clause. Otherwise, suppose that s >- t 
(the case t >- s is proved in a similar way). Let N' be the set of ground instances of 
NU lr U { C V t < s V t ~ s} smaller than C V s f:. t. C' = C V t < s V t ~ s is in N'. 
Let J be a L-model of N'. Suppose that C is false and s < t is true in J. As C' is true 
in J, t < s or t ~ s is true in J. According to L, < is transitive and compatible with ~. 
Therefore we conclude in both cases that t < t is true in J which contradicts the fact 
that t f:. t is in N'. Hence s f:. t is true in J. 0 

Note that through applying one step of negative chaining with T, followed by reflexivity 
resolution, from CV s f:. t we may deduce CV t < s V t ~ s , ifs or t is a maximal term. 
The significance of the proposition rests in the fact that once we have the latter clause, 
any inference from the former is redundant. Therefore we need not chain into negative 
inequations of any clause provided we make totality resolution mandatory: 
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Totality resolution: 
C,uf:_v 

C,v<u,v~u 

where u f:. v is maximal in C. 

Inference rules in which the conclusion renders one of its premises redundant are 
called s'implification rules. They can be used to replace the redundant premise by the 
conclusion. 

The following proposition provides us with further possibilities for optimization. 

Proposition 11 Let C be a ground clause C' V s < t V s < u with s the maximal term 
in C and s >- t >- u. Then C is redundant in 

N U T U { C' V s < u V u < t V u ~ t, C' V s < t V t < u } . 

Symmetrically, if C is of the form C' V t < s V u < s with maximal term s and s >- t >- u. 
Then C is redundant in 

N U T U { C' V u < s V t < u V t ~ u, C' V t < s V u < t } . 

Proof. C' V s < u V u < t V u ~ t and C' V s < t V t < u are both smaller than C and, 
in the presence ofT u ,t (which is also smaller than C), imply C in any L-model. The 
symmetric case is essentially the same. 0 

The proposition motivates the following inferences. 

Inequality factoring: 
C, s<t , s' <u 

Ca , sa<ua, ua<ta, ua~ta 

and 
C, s <t, s' <u 

Ca, sa<ta, ta<ua 

where a is the most general unfier of sands', tat sa, and sa< ta is strictly maximal 
in Ca V sa<ua; 

and 
C , t<s, u< s' 

Ca, ua<s~, ta<ua, ta~ua 

and 
C, t<s, u<s' 

Ca, ta<sa, ua<ta 

where a is the most general unfier of sands', tat sa, and ta <sa is strictly maximal 
in Ca V ua<sa. 
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6.3 Ordered Chaining for Total Orderings 

We are now in a position to define an optimized chaining inference system Ot for total 
orderings. 

The calculus ot consists of the inferences in SL with 
(i) the exception of negative chaining or ordered resolution inferences with negative 

inequations s <{. t; 
(ii) the additional restriction sa =P s' a for inferences with a most general unifier a for 

which one of the premises takes the form C = C' Vs< t Vs'< u [or C' V t < s Vu< s], 
with sa the maximal term in C; and 

(iii) the addition of inferences by irrefl.exivity resolution, totality resolution and in
equality factoring. 

As an immediate consequence of the above investigations we obtain the following 
completeness theorem. 

Theorem 5 If a set of clauses N is saturated up to redundancy with respect to Ot 
then the set N U L U lr UT is unsatisfiable if and only if it contains the empty clause. 

Proof We show that if N is saturated up to redundancy by 0 then NUirUT is saturated 
by 5. The inferences of type (i) of 5 that are excluded from C are redundant. In case 
they involve the irrefl.exivity clause this can be seen by applying the Proposition 8. 
Otherwise if C is a clause C' V s <{. t then, as N is saturated by totality resolution, any 
ground instance C a of C is redundant, or else the ground instance C" a of C" = C' V 

t < s V t ~ s follows from instances of N smaller than C a. In the latter case we may 
apply Proposition 10 to infer that Ca follows from instances inN U { C"} smaller than 
Ca. Hence Ca is redundant in N. 

For inferences of type ( ii), let C a be a ground instance of C = C' V s < t V s' < u 
[or C' V t < s V u < s] such that ta t sa, sa = s' a, and sa < ta [ ta < sa] is strictly 
maximal in C. As N is saturated under inequality factoring, applying Proposition 11, 
we infer in a similar way that C a is redundant in N. 

Finally, from Lemma 8 we conclude that (the remaining) inferences in 0 that involve 
the totality axiom are redundant, too. D 

6.4 A Refined Clause Ordering 

In Ot composition resolution inferences involving < are still possible. They might, for 
instance, take the form 

C, u V v, u' < v' D, s < t 
Da, ta <{. v' a, sa< v' a 

for a relation V different from <. Such inferences can be avoided if the ordering on 
atoms is stratified such that ua V va cannot lie in between two inequations involving 
the maximal term ua = sa = u' a. 

For this reason the complexity measure C£ for literals L will now be refined. The 
resulting class of clause orderings >- will also make o>- monotone. Another consequence 
of the refinement is that most cases of variable elimination for dense total orderings 
become simplifications, cf. Section 6.6. To that end certain properties of the non-ground 
clause from which a ground clause is obtained as an instance will be essential. Let L be 
a ground literal A or -,A in a ground instance Ca of a clause C. Let ne be the number 
of different variables occuring as arguments of an equality or an inequality in C. For 
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example, if C is the clause x < f(y) V z ~ f(z), then ne = 2, as both x and z (but 
not y) qualify. Then C£ = (maxL,PL, S£, T£, n£, dL) where the first three components 
are defined as in Section 5.3; rL is 1 if A is an inequation, rL is 0 if A is an equation, 
and rL is 2, otherwise; dL is 1 if the maximal term occurs twice in L, and 0, otherwise; 
and nL is 0 if A is not an inequation; nL is -1 if C is the totality axiom, and nL is 
ne, otherwise. Clearly, literal orderings (or more precisely, orderings on occurrences of 
literals in ground instances of clauses) which are compatible with the new definition of CL 

are admissible literal orderings in the sense of section 5.3, thus the completeness results 
about 5 and C apply. From now an ordering >- is called admissible if it is compatible 
with the preceding complexity measure. 

Under this class of orderings, any composition resolution involving < must be of the 
form 

C, u < v, u' < v' D, s < t 
DO', t0'</.V10', SO'<V10' 

where 0' is the most general unifier of u, u' and s, tO' :,t SO', VO' :,t UO', v' 0' :,t u' 0', and the 
literal UO' < VO' is strictly maximal in CO' V u' 0' < v' 0'. (The inference might also be of 
the dual form with maximal terms on the right sides of inequations.) Inferences of this 
form are excluded from o< as their first premise is rendered redundant by inequality 
factoring. 

Lemma 9 For the class of admissible orderings >-, o>- is monotone. 

Proo£ Composition resolution inferences do not involve < in their main atom, hence the 
new component nL is irrelevant there, and the proof is similar to Lemma 4. Non-trivial 
cases of inferences are those in which ne may be bigger for the conclusion than for any of 
its premises. An easy inspection reveals that this is possible only for chaining inferences 
through an equality or inequality. As ne only affects the complexity of inequalities, we 
need to look at ground inferences of the form 

or 

C,u~v D,s[u]<t 
C, D, s[v] <f 

C,v<s D,s<t 
C,D,v<t 

According to the ordering restrictions in 0, in particular (ii) above, neither C nor D 
contains an inequation of the form s < w. Therefore, if L is a literal in C or D, it is 
smaller than s < t already according to one of the first four components in C£. (If the 
complexity measures do not differ with respect to maxL, PL and S£, then L cannot be an 
inequation, hence, rL ist 0, while it is 1 fors< t.) We may conclude that the conclusion 
is smaller than the second premise, regardless of the number of unshielded variables in 
it. D 

6.5 Non-strict Orderings 

Totality resolution converts s </:. t into a disjunction t < s V t ~ s, by which the terms 
s and t are duplicated. In general clauses may get twice as big and chaining produces 
even longer clauses containing many repeated occurrences of terms. This is a severe 
efficiency problem in practice. As a solution we propose to deal with <, ~ and the 
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reflexive closure ~ of< simultaneously. We restrict ourselves to positive occurrences of 
strict and non-strict inequations. 

Formally we introduce ~ on the meta-level by considering an atom s ~ t just as a 
more concise notation for the disjunction s < t Vs~ t. Note that in this disjunction the 
equation cannot be maximal so that inferences with ~ result from .inferences with the 
strict inequation. We propose the following changes to inferences involving < and ~ 
which considerably reduce term duplication. 

The original chaining inference from the expanded versions of clauses C V s < t and 
D V t ~ u yields C V D V s < u V t ~ u. We should instead infer C V D V s < u which 
is logically sound in the presence of L and which subsumes the former. From CV s ~ t 
and DV t~u, instead of inferring CV DV s<u V t~u V s~t, we may deduce 
CV DV s < u V t ~ u which again is sound and subsumes the former. Given CV s ~ t 
and D V t ~ u, 5>- requires to infer C V D V s < u V t ~ u. We may instead infer 
C V D V s ~ u, which stands for C V D V s < u V s ~ u. In interpretations in which 
s ~ t both clauses are equivalent but the latter is smaller than the former whenever s -< t. 
Hence the old inference becomes redundant whenever the new inference is redundant. 
Inequality factoring can be changed in a similar way to avoid duplication of terms. An 
example for the new inferences is 

together with 

6.6 Variable Elimination 

C,s<t,s~u 

C,t~u,s<t 

C,s<t,s~'U 

C,u<t,s~u 

From now on we use the symbol <l to denote strict and non-strict inequalities < and~. 
::! will denote <l or ~. When we speak of the priority of a relation symbol among <, ~. 
and ~. we take < to have highest and :::::i the lowst priority. 

A variable chaining is a chaining from C V s <l1 t and D V u <1 2 v through t<7 = Ui7 in 
which one of the terms t or u is a variable. As we have already observed in section 3.4, 
the ordering constraints considerably cut down on the number of variable chainings. 
More specifically, the ordering constraints can only be satisfied if each term t or u is 
either a non-variable or an unshielded variable; that is, a variable that does not occur in 
a sub term f ( ... , x, ... ) nor in an atom that is neither an equation nor an inequation. For 
example, the variable x is unshielded in a < x V x < b, if a and b are constants. x and y 
are both shielded in x ~ y V s(y) < s(x). Certain unshielded variables can be eliminated 
in any total ordering. More occurrences of unshielded variables can be eliminated in 
total orderings without endpoints. If the ordering is also dense all unshielded variables 
can be eliminated. 

The following inference eliminates all unshielded occurences of a variable x from a 
clause if all occurrences of x are in inequations s <l t. 

Variable Elimination: 

C, U1 <l1 X, ... , Um <l m X, X <l ~ VI, ... , X <l ~ Vn 

C, V1~i~m,l~j~n Ui <li,j Vj 
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with n, m 2:: 0, where x is an unshielded variable not occurring in C, Ui and Vi, and 
where <l i,j is the lowest-priority symbol of <l i and <l j. 

This inference rule is sound for total dense orderings without endpoints. It has 
been used by Bledsoe, Kunen and Shostak (1985) in their chaining calculus. Their 
calculus does not admit predicates other th£m <l. (But even then equality s ~ t is 
implicitly present in the conjunction of two nonstrict inequalities s ~ t and t ~ s. To 
assure completeness they have to explicitly compute inferences with congruence axioms 
as specified by the set of clauses 

where f ranges over all function symbols.) 
Weaker variable elimination rules can be applied to non-dense orderings. For exam

ple, in any total ordering a < b is equivalent to a < x V x < b. In an ordering without 
left endpoint a disjunction C V Vi X~ Ui V Vj tj < x, where X does not occur in Cor 
any term ti, is equivalent to C. In a total, "discrete" ordering, in which s(x) denotes 
the "successor" of x, the disjunction a~ x V x ~ b is equivalent to a~ b V a~ s(b). This 
can also be generalized to a variable elimination rule. Hines (1994) proposes related 
elimination rules for a certain fragment of the first-order theory of integers. 

Lemma 10 (i) A clause C V s ~ s is redundant with respect to any set of clauses. 

(ii) A clause C' of the form C V Vi x :::!i Ui (or C V Vi Ui :::!i x) in which i ranges 
over a non-empty set of indices and x is an unshielded variable that does not occur in 
C is L-redundant with respect to any set of clauses that contains C. 

(iii) Let C' be a clause C V Vi Ui <l i x V V j x <l j Vj with an unshielded variable x not 
occurring in C, Ui, Vi, and let C" be C V V i,j Ui <l i,j Vj, where <l i,j is the lowest-priority 
symbol of <l i and <l j. Then C' is either a totality axiom or else C' is L-redundant with 
respect to any set N that contains C" and the totality axioms. 

Proof. (i) C is a tautology and hence redundant. 
(ii) C implies C' and is smaller. 
(iii) We sketch the main ideas. Let C' be not a variant of the totality axiom. Take 

ground instances D' = D V Vi ai <l i c V V j c <l j bj arid D" = D V V i,j ai <l i,j bj of C' and 
C", respectively. Since C" does not contain the unshielded var::iable x, but otherwise 
contains the same terms as C', we have n L' > n L'' for any pair of literals L' in D' and L" 
in D", respectively. Consider the maxim_alliteral L" in D". Then there is an inequality 
L' in D' with the same or bigger ma:l\:imal term occurring in the same argument position. 
Hence, the complexity tuple associated with L' is bigger than the tuple associated with 
L" in one of the first five components. In short, we have D' >- D". 

Let Ta be the set of all disjunctions c < ai V ai ~ c and let n be the set of all 
disjunctions c < bj V bj ~ c. These are ground instances of the totality axiom. It can be 
shown that D' is true in every L-model of TaU { D"} and in every L-model of nu { D"}. 
Also, if none of the terms ai or c is maximal in D', then clearly all clauses in Ta are 
smaller than D'. On the other hand, if some term ai or c is maximal in D', then that 
term occurs as the first argument of an inequality in D', which we may use to infer that 
all clauses inn are smaller than D'. (Note that the nL-count for Tb-literals is -1 which 
is essential in case c is maximal.) In sum, D' is L-redundant with respect toT U {D"}. 
D 
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The lemma not only indicates that variable elimination for clauses of type (i)-(iii) is 
simplifying, but that in the presence of the totality axioms the premise in any of the 
elimination rules is rendered redundant by its conclusion. Like totality resolution, the 
variable elimination rules are simplification rules: their premises can be replaced by the 
respective conclusion. In other words, if variable elimination is made mandatory, then 
no other inference rule needs to be applied to a clause with an unshielded variable, which 
also means that variable chainings are not needed. The compatibility of eager variable 
elimination with other chaining systems has been shown by Richter (1984) and Hines 
(1992). 

Variable elimination in the presence of arbitrary equations is somewhat more com
plicated. The cases (i) and (ii) of Lemma 10 are already applicable to clauses with 
equations. To eliminate an unshielded variable x from a clause D in the remaining cases 
we translate all (positive and negative) equalities with x into inequalities, and then apply 
the above variable elimination rule. More precisely, a clause 

D = c V V X '*' Ui V V X ~ Vj 

l~j~n 

where x is an unshielded variable, is transformed to the formula 

CV V (x < Ui V Ui < x) V V (x ~ Vj 1\ Vj ~ x) 
l~j~n 

in which x does not occur in an equality. (We assume that either the disjunction of 
the negative equations x ':f. Ui in D is non-empty or else there are occurrences of x in 
inequalities of the form x <l s and t <l x in C. (If this is not the case then one of the 
cases (i) or (ii) of Lemma 10 applies.) The formula can be translated into 2n clauses, 
to which the variable elimination rule can be applied. Let us denote by Ven the set of 
all these clauses, with x eliminated. Unfortunately, some ground instances of clauses 
in Ven may be larger than the corresponding ground instance of Da with respect to 
our clause ordering. Consequently, clauses are not necessarily rendered L-redundant by 
variable elimination. However, those ground instances of D, in which x is instantiated 
to the maximal term in the clause, are L-redundant. 

Lemma 11 Let D be a clause with an unshielded variable x of the above form and a 
be a substitution such that xa is a maximal term in Da. Then Da is redundant with 
respect to any set N that contains the clauses in Ven and the totality axioms. 

To sum up these considerations, a clause with an unshielded · variable x is in many 
but not all cases redundant . In any case inferences involving this variable (chaining 
through x, superposition from x, [in]equality factoring applied to [in]equalities with x 
as maximal term) are redundant. (The ordering constraints for such inferences require 
x to be instantiated with the maximal term, in which case the corresponding instances 
of the C are redundant, as indicated by the lemma.) The lemma thus indicates that 
variable chaining is not needed if all variable elimination inferences are sound and are 
made mandatory. This is the case for dense total orderings without endpoints. 

Let Do(d, l, r) denote the set of all clauses 

x<d(x,y) , y~x 

d(x,y) <y , y~x 

l(x) < x 

x < r(x) 
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which encodes the properties of a dense ordering without endpoints. Let cv>- denote 
the calculus consisting of the variable elimination inferences and of the inferences in o>
excluding chaining inferences through variables as well as any other inference in which an 
unshielded variable denotes, according to the ordering restrictions of the inference, the 
maximal term. cv>- is refutationally complete (and sound in the presence of Do(d, l, r)). 
Explicit inferences with the clauses in Do(d,l,r) are not required. 

Theorem 6 Let N be a set of clauses that is saturated up to L-redundancy with respect 
to cv>-. Then Nu lr uT u Do(d, l, r) is also saturated up to L-redundancy, where d, l 
and r are function symbols not in N. 

Proof The only possible inferences between clauses in N U T and Do( d, l , r) would 
be variable chainings, of which there are none in CV. The only other inference from 
Do( d, l, r) which is the chaining of the two axioms for d produces a tautology and is 
therefore redundant too. Since N is assumed to be saturated, inferences from NUT are 
also redundant inN and hence inN UT U Do(d,l,r). In short, NUT U Do(d,l,r) is 
saturated. 0 

7 Conclusions 

We have shown how to extend standard term rewriting techniques in saturation-based 
theorem proving to binary relations other than equality. Ordered paramodulation has 
been generalized to ordered (subterni) chaining. By ordered chaining we may implement 
a large class of composition laws for binary, in general non-symmetric relations. In 
the paper we have in particular investigated transitive relations (system B), families 
of general composition laws (system C), composition laws for binary relations in the 
presence of partial congruences (system 5), and total orderings (systems 0 and CV). 

The main advances over previous work on chaining-based inference systems are the 
following. We have justified the ordering restrictions for chaining inferences by the con
cept of commutation for rewrite systems. Our calculi can treat more than one special bi
nary relation at the same time Our completeness results apply to arbitrary signatures of 
non-logical symbols. We have provided for an integrated treatment of equality and other 
transitive relations whereby known results about superposition are obtained as special 
cases. The completeness results for the various inference systems have been obtained in 
the presence of a general notion of redundancy. The compatibility of simplification and _ 
deletion techniques can be justified by simply showing that deleted clauses or ignored 
inferences are redundant. In particular we have given a justification of variable elimi
nation rules for total orderings by showing the redundancy of clauses with unshielded 
variables. We have also analysed the problem of chaining at or below variables to some 
extent. 

In this paper we have not described any details about how saturation of a clause 
set up to redundancy might be done in practice. We refer the reader to our papers 
Bachmair and Ganzinger (1994b) and Bachmair and Ganzinger (1995b) for a detailed 
exposition of fairness issues and techniques for simplification and redundancy detection 
which readily carry over to the framework of the present paper. 

The theory described here has been implemented in the Saturate system ( Ganzinger 
1994) and very promising experimental results have been obtained. Exploiting the 
structure of a background theory does help to find theorems faster. Our prover will do 
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better for theories of transitive relations that satisfy additional logical properties such 
as symmetry or totality. By contrast automated theorem provers based on traditional 
approaches in automated theorem proving usually become tied up in exploring large 
uninteresting parts of the search space when one adds syntactically cumbersome axioms 
such as transitivity or totality axioms for a relation. 

Search should be replaced as much as possible by don't-care non-deterministic sim
plification, and the latter is intrisically theory-specific. The principle of replacing search 
by simplification and the problem of integrating mathematical decision procedures has 
been fundamental in the design of heuristic theorem provers such as the Boyer-More 
theorem prover or the PVS-System (Owre, Rushby and Shankar 1992). (In particular 
Boyer and Moore (1988) provide an interesting discussion about how to integrate math
ematical theories into a heuristic prover.) The approach taken here, and as exemplified 
for the case of quantifier elimination (variable elimination) for dense total orderings, 
sets out for an integration that guarantees refutational completeness in the presence of 
arbitrary additional vocabulary. The decidable subcases are decided while in the general 
case search is to a large extent replaced by simplification. Many of the more prolific 
inferences can shown to be redundant. 

With the methods developed in this paper only a first and small step has been taken 
towards making saturation-based theorem provers know about mathematics. Much work 
remains to be done. The next steps should be to investigate theorem proving for theories 
in which transitive relations, in particular orderings, interact with algebraic structure, 
that is, consider specializations of the calculi of the present papers in the presence of 
the axioms of an ordered group of field, or of fragments of lattice theory. 
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